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Abortion & The SDA Church
Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/25/10 05:24 PM

My husband and I just printed a brochure on the subject of ~ Abortion & The SDA Church.
Please take a look at the brochure...and please help us get it out to as many members as
possible. Here is the link!

Abortion & The SDA Church (Link:
http://www.thenarrowway.yourlivecommunity.com/uploads/1/Abortion.pdf) 

Thank you!

Tammy

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/26/10 08:12 PM

Wow! I posted this yesterday afternoon...and no comments? Hmmmm... Where is everyone?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/26/10 08:19 PM

I noticed it but haven't had the time to check it out yet, however, in the light of what I read
elsewhere, I expect it will be a hot topic.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/26/10 08:24 PM

I just now clicked on the link and, just as I thought, it is a hot topic that should concern us as
a church, especially if this is still going on in our hospitals, etc.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/26/10 08:29 PM

The one showing the picture of an aborted girl baby really bothered me!!!! 

It actually made me 

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/26/10 08:31 PM

I noticed that the date of the comments there are 1993 and earlier.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 07:26 AM

Yes Daryl, it has been going on for over 30 years! And nothing is being done about it....
Please help me get the word out!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 07:34 AM

Do you have any ideas, Daryl, as to how we can get the word out to the most people, the
fastest?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 08:15 PM

The following link, from the tri-fold tract, may detract from its effectiveness. 

Quote:



Expert: Pastor Don Carpenter - 8/8/2010

Question: There is noway you can justify or explain away the fact the sda hospitals
world wide preform abortions. sickens me how you claim to be a true church of
God & preach about the true sabbath yet totally ignore murder in your own
hospitals & the stem cell research & transplants using animal organs, the ends
does not justify the means. If you were once a true church of god you have since
corrupted yourself with your involvement in big business & hospitals. You may be
able to sooth your own mind & finds ways to get around a blatant disregard of truth,
but i think you'll find it harder to explain you ways to God when the time comes. Up
holding the sabbath not going to excuse your murdering on a daily bases & the
countless other sins. The true church of God would not conform to the ways of this
world & the seventh day Adventist church has. I pity you

Answer: Hi Lesley, thank you for your statements and question. I was shocked to
find from your question that SDA hopitals do choose to murder unborn babies. I am
not an Adventist myself, I am a Bible expert who is well read in Bible support and
refutation of SDA beliefs. That is why I volunteer in this category.

I did find some facts published on nosda.org that support your allogations:
_____________________

It is not easy to obtain figures on who is performing abortions, but there is some
evidence to indcate Adventists are one of the largest performers of abortions in the
USA (that includes both official SDA institutions and those operated independantly
by Seventh-day Adventist individuals.) Here are some facts:

Dr. Irving "Bud" Feldkamp III, member of the Azure Hills Seventh-day Adventist
Church in Grand Terrace, California, is the owner of Family Planning Associates of
California, which is the LARGEST ABORTION PROVIDER in the state of
California.12

Dr. Richard Fredericks says, "In Adventist Hospitals where abortions are performed
the overwhelming percentage are elective..."13

In 2005, George Reid, of the SDA Biblical Research Institute, reported to Teresa
Beem that the SDA Church was "pro-choice" and Washington Adventist Hospital
was becoming an "Abortion Mill".14 The Washington Times reported the SDA
hospital performed 1,494 abortions between 1975 and 1982.

There are reports of SDA teen-agers attending SDA Academies getting pregnant,
and being taken quietly to SDA hospitals for abortions. I have seen reports of this
from more than one source, but this is a very private matter and it is difficult to get
exact figures
________________________

With these facts in mind, I agree with you that this is a very serious departure from
Bible truth and practice on the part of an organization that claims to be Bible
based.

I hope you find these comments helpful.

In Christ
Pastor Don
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Also, Pastor Don, the non-SDA, anti-SDA expert, directs his readers to an anti-SDA website
to support accusations and complaints against the church. Note: the "nosda.org"is a typo, the
actual address is Link (Link: http://www.nonsda.org/) 

Also, the following claim borders on slander, "There are reports of SDA teen-agers attending
SDA Academies getting pregnant, and being taken quietly to SDA hospitals for abortions."

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 08:23 PM

There are a lot of SDAs on Facebook, which is one fast way of getting it out.

The only other way is via email and asking it be forwarded on, etc.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 08:25 PM

Yes, we need to be careful and watchful of those type of anti-SDA people.

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The following link, from the tri-fold tract, may detract from its effectiveness. 

Quote:

Expert: Pastor Don Carpenter - 8/8/2010

Question: There is noway you can justify or explain away the fact the sda
hospitals world wide preform abortions. sickens me how you claim to be
a true church of God & preach about the true sabbath yet totally ignore
murder in your own hospitals & the stem cell research & transplants
using animal organs, the ends does not justify the means. If you were
once a true church of god you have since corrupted yourself with your
involvement in big business & hospitals. You may be able to sooth your
own mind & finds ways to get around a blatant disregard of truth, but i
think you'll find it harder to explain you ways to God when the time
comes. Up holding the sabbath not going to excuse your murdering on a
daily bases & the countless other sins. The true church of God would not
conform to the ways of this world & the seventh day Adventist church
has. I pity you

Answer: Hi Lesley, thank you for your statements and question. I was
shocked to find from your question that SDA hopitals do choose to
murder unborn babies. I am not an Adventist myself, I am a Bible expert
who is well read in Bible support and refutation of SDA beliefs. That is
why I volunteer in this category.

I did find some facts published on nosda.org that support your
allogations:
_____________________

It is not easy to obtain figures on who is performing abortions, but there
is some evidence to indcate Adventists are one of the largest performers
of abortions in the USA (that includes both official SDA institutions and
those operated independantly by Seventh-day Adventist individuals.)
Here are some facts:
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Dr. Irving "Bud" Feldkamp III, member of the Azure Hills Seventh-day
Adventist Church in Grand Terrace, California, is the owner of Family
Planning Associates of California, which is the LARGEST ABORTION
PROVIDER in the state of California.12

Dr. Richard Fredericks says, "In Adventist Hospitals where abortions are
performed the overwhelming percentage are elective..."13

In 2005, George Reid, of the SDA Biblical Research Institute, reported to
Teresa Beem that the SDA Church was "pro-choice" and Washington
Adventist Hospital was becoming an "Abortion Mill".14 The Washington
Times reported the SDA hospital performed 1,494 abortions between
1975 and 1982.

There are reports of SDA teen-agers attending SDA Academies getting
pregnant, and being taken quietly to SDA hospitals for abortions. I have
seen reports of this from more than one source, but this is a very private
matter and it is difficult to get exact figures
________________________

With these facts in mind, I agree with you that this is a very serious
departure from Bible truth and practice on the part of an organization that
claims to be Bible based.

I hope you find these comments helpful.

In Christ
Pastor Don

Also, Pastor Don, the non-SDA, anti-SDA expert, directs his readers to an anti-SDA
website to support accusations and complaints against the church. Note: the
"nosda.org"is a typo, the actual address is Link (Link: http://www.nonsda.org/) 

Also, the following claim borders on slander, "There are reports of SDA teen-agers
attending SDA Academies getting pregnant, and being taken quietly to SDA
hospitals for abortions."

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 08:41 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The following link, from the tri-fold tract, may detract from its effectiveness. 

Quote:

Expert: Pastor Don Carpenter - 8/8/2010

Question: There is noway you can justify or explain away the fact the sda
hospitals world wide preform abortions. sickens me how you claim to be
a true church of God & preach about the true sabbath yet totally ignore
murder in your own hospitals & the stem cell research & transplants
using animal organs, the ends does not justify the means. If you were
once a true church of god you have since corrupted yourself with your
involvement in big business & hospitals. You may be able to sooth your



own mind & finds ways to get around a blatant disregard of truth, but i
think you'll find it harder to explain you ways to God when the time
comes. Up holding the sabbath not going to excuse your murdering on a
daily bases & the countless other sins. The true church of God would not
conform to the ways of this world & the seventh day Adventist church
has. I pity you

Answer: Hi Lesley, thank you for your statements and question. I was
shocked to find from your question that SDA hopitals do choose to
murder unborn babies. I am not an Adventist myself, I am a Bible expert
who is well read in Bible support and refutation of SDA beliefs. That is
why I volunteer in this category.

I did find some facts published on nosda.org that support your
allogations:
_____________________

It is not easy to obtain figures on who is performing abortions, but there
is some evidence to indcate Adventists are one of the largest performers
of abortions in the USA (that includes both official SDA institutions and
those operated independantly by Seventh-day Adventist individuals.)
Here are some facts:

Dr. Irving "Bud" Feldkamp III, member of the Azure Hills Seventh-day
Adventist Church in Grand Terrace, California, is the owner of Family
Planning Associates of California, which is the LARGEST ABORTION
PROVIDER in the state of California.12

Dr. Richard Fredericks says, "In Adventist Hospitals where abortions are
performed the overwhelming percentage are elective..."13

In 2005, George Reid, of the SDA Biblical Research Institute, reported to
Teresa Beem that the SDA Church was "pro-choice" and Washington
Adventist Hospital was becoming an "Abortion Mill".14 The Washington
Times reported the SDA hospital performed 1,494 abortions between
1975 and 1982.

There are reports of SDA teen-agers attending SDA Academies getting
pregnant, and being taken quietly to SDA hospitals for abortions. I have
seen reports of this from more than one source, but this is a very private
matter and it is difficult to get exact figures
________________________

With these facts in mind, I agree with you that this is a very serious
departure from Bible truth and practice on the part of an organization that
claims to be Bible based.

I hope you find these comments helpful.

In Christ
Pastor Don

Also, Pastor Don, the non-SDA, anti-SDA expert, directs his readers to an anti-SDA
website to support accusations and complaints against the church. Note: the
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"nosda.org"is a typo, the actual address is Link (Link: http://www.nonsda.org/)

Also, the following claim borders on slander, "There are reports of SDA teen-agers
attending SDA Academies getting pregnant, and being taken quietly to SDA
hospitals for abortions."

Tom, don't let this sidetrack you.... SDA hospitals have been in the abortion business for over
30 years! I don't think anything you might find wrong with these men can negate what the
Church is doing... Focus on the Church... the problem...and don't try to find a way around the
ugly facts. Not until we deal with these awful facts head on, will anything every change!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 08:44 PM

The tract should include the following official SDA statement:

SDA Link (Link: http://www.adventist.org/beliefs/guidelines/main-guide1.html)

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/27/10 09:02 PM

Tammy, the tract is biased and lopsided. It assumes the SDA Church and the AHS are one
and the same. They're not. I agree with the official SDA guidelines spelled out in the link
above. If it is your hope and desire to educate and reform the SDA Church regarding abortion,
the tract, as is, will not do it. It will only appeal to members who are upset with the SDA
Church. Please reconsider how you present the problem and the solution.

Also, including a link to a cite that references anti-SDA propaganda will not be well received
by SDA members. Please delete it.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 06:56 AM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Tammy, the tract is biased and lopsided. It assumes the SDA Church and the AHS
are one and the same. They're not. I agree with the official SDA guidelines spelled
out in the link above. If it is your hope and desire to educate and reform the SDA
Church regarding abortion, the tract, as is, will not do it. It will only appeal to
members who are upset with the SDA Church. Please reconsider how you present
the problem and the solution.

Also, including a link to a cite that references anti-SDA propaganda will not be well
received by SDA members. Please delete it.

If you agree with the SDA Official Position, then there isn't much for us to talk about, Tom. I
guess I couldn't expect much different, though, as you are employed by the Church, so I'm
sure that clouds your thinking.

I do not agree with the SDA Official position
Quote:

5) Christians acknowledge as first and foremost their accountability to God. They
seek balance between the exercise of individual liberty and their accountability to
the faith community and the larger society and its laws. They make their choices
according to scripture and the laws of God rather than the norms of society.
Therefore, any attempts to coerce women either to remain pregnant or to
terminate pregnancy should be rejected as infringements of personal freedom.
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I would do everything I could to convince women to not kill their babies. (I'm not talking here
about the rare cases of abortions where the life of the mother is truly at stake.)

Quote:

6) Church institutions should be provided with guidelines for developing their
own institutional policies in harmony with this statement. Persons having a
religious or ethical objection to abortion should not be required to participate in the
performance of abortions.

The Church (see here where the Official Church considers these SDA Hospitals doing the
abortions, "CHURCH INSTITUTIONS")allows these hospitals, with the Church blessing, to do
abortions for any and every reason!

It is a joke, Tom, to preach the Sabbath and at the same time be Pro-Choice.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 11:05 AM

Tammy, I am not Tom. Nor am I employed by the SDA Church. Just thought you should know
that. Also, I don't see how your allowance for abortion is different than the official SDA
guidelines. Please note the part in green:

Quote:

4) The Church does not serve as conscience for individuals; however, it should
provide moral guidance. Abortions for reasons of birth control, gender selection, or
convenience are not condoned by the Church. Women, at times however, may
face exceptional circumstances that present serious moral or medical dilemmas,
such as significant threats to the pregnant woman's life, serious jeopardy to her
health, severe congenital defects carefully diagnosed in the fetus, and pregnancy
resulting from rape or incest. The final decision whether to terminate the pregnancy
or not should be made by the pregnant woman after appropriate consultation. She
should be aided in her decision by accurate information, biblical principles, and the
guidance of the Holy Spirit. Moreover, these decisions are best made within the
context of healthy family relationships.

Also, I don't understand why you are comfortable directing your readers to an anti-SDA
website. Please consider dropping it from your brochure. I cannot imagine it being a good
thing to do. 

What is the source of the photo in your tract? Was this an abortion performed at an SDA
hospital? If not, please say so in your brochure. 

Please include quotes from concerned people writing nowadays. Citing people who wrote 20
years ago seems less relevant. 

And, do you really think you are doing the subject justice in a one page brochure? Doesn't
the topic deserve at least a small pamphlet?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 11:11 AM

Originally Posted By: Tammy
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I would do everything I could to convince women to not kill their babies. (I'm not
talking here about the rare cases of abortions where the life of the mother is truly at
stake.)

It is a joke, Tom, to preach the Sabbath and at the same time be Pro-Choice.

Please explain why you aren't contradicting yourself. You, like the SDA Church, are pro-
choice when it comes to "rare cases". Who would you recommend perform the abortion?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 12:45 PM

Tammy, is this your source link (Link: http://www.whatyouknowmightnotbeso.com/22-
weeks.html) for the Victor Sanchez photo of Baby Choice? If so, who is Linda and Sheldon
Clement ( link (Link: http://www.whatyouknowmightnotbeso.com/) )?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 03:57 PM

Interesting development of this thread. Do I detect a "the ends justify any means" ethics at
work?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 08:00 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Originally Posted By: Tammy

I would do everything I could to convince women to not kill their babies.
(I'm not talking here about the rare cases of abortions where the life of
the mother is truly at stake.)

It is a joke, Tom, to preach the Sabbath and at the same time be Pro-
Choice.

Please explain why you aren't contradicting yourself. You, like the SDA Church, are
pro-choice when it comes to "rare cases". Who would you recommend perform the
abortion?

Tom, if you are not employed by the church, then why are you a "Pastor"?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 08:00 PM

I guess there isn't any point in discussing this further...we are on two different pages, as
usual...

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/28/10 08:51 PM

Tom, you have thought of every excuse you can think of to lessen the guilt of the church.
Nothing you say will change the fact that for 30 plus years, the Official Church has been in
the abortion business. I don't have alot of spare time....I see no point in discussing this further
with you. I'll find people who are not afraid to call sin by its right name....

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/29/10 06:38 AM

Sorry! I just realized I called you TOM again....I think I have the two of you confused in my
mind...sorry! But your profile says you are a Pastor, so am I wrong to assume you work for
the church? And pretty much ever thing else I said still stands as they were direct comments
on what you said. Sorry for the confusion!
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Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/29/10 10:24 AM

So, Tammy, you didnt respond to Mikes inquiry about the appropriateness of seeking support
from anti-SDA appologists? Surely there are plenty of better ways to make the anti-abortion
case than to enlist those crusading against the church as such for support?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 11/29/10 12:50 PM

Tammy, you are drawing the wrong conclusion about me. I agree with you that a pamphlet
should be published to help church leaders and members make informed choices about
abortion. I am suggesting ways to do that. Your brochure, as is, will not accomplish what you
want it to. Please hear me out. Do not rashly assume I am part of the problem and blow me
off as an "evil doer". 

PS - I am on sabbatical. That's why I'm not employed by the church. I am involved in outdoor
ministry.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/01/10 12:33 PM

Tammy, this is a rare occurrence where what MM offers seems mostly reasonable to me.
Vaster's comment about the ends justifying any means should be considered, too. Making
sure of the source of the photo is very important. Consider the photo of moths evolutionists
use to show changes from pollution. It has become a joke now. Questioning the means does
not dispute the ends. If someone reading it finds out the photo isn't real, any links are anti-
sda, or any of the quotes are bogus or misrepresents or misconstrues the general conference
policy, they will discount the whole thing, the whole issue, and believe it's been fabricated.
That's not the result you want to have happen, is it?

Here's my impressions for whatever you wish to consider them for:

I'm afraid I don't know much about abortion, but the photo makes me question the legitimacy
of it. I would think that an abortion that is intended to get rid of the baby would not leave it
looking whole and clean. It also makes me wonder why someone is holding a rose near it. It
could happen due to non-normal circumstances of the situation. But, it immediately makes
me wonder if the photo is real in regards to abortion. However, I may read further. (I searched
and found other photos which included it and showed one, maybe the same baby, which was
bloody and not looking so well)

I notice the title font on the brochure makes me think of Halloween and Witches. Is that what
you want? So, already there are two things that are going on in my head that is distracting
from what you may be wishing to convey.

I start reading and I see a bunch of anonymous quotes from one magazine. Another flag
goes up. Do you want an information brochure or a quote brochure? People will be
wondering why so many from one magazine? Was there some article to generate the
comments? What did the article talk about? Do you suppose someone reading what other
readers have to say in some magazine will be impressed? I'm only one person, but you've
heard several objections to its content and that should be a strong indication that a large
percentage of your readers may think the same. Is that what you want?

The quotes are from several years ago. The quotes assume abortion happens at SDA
hospitals, but I don't see facts, just people complaining about it happening. When I read
advertising brochures in the mail and see a bunch of quotes from people who say how great
the product or service is, I imagine them made up. It says nothing about how it'll work for me.
I want facts. Some of the quotes refer to reports about Adventists hospitals performing
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abortions, but where are these reports? What would make a big impact would be to get
statistics about how many are performed at which hospitals. Something that can be backed
up. But if you were to say that is kept hidden, well.....

The last quote is from another source with a link. However, when you go to the link, and as
MM listed, the quote has been doctored. It has poor punctuation, capitalization, wording, and
misspelled words. The attitude conveyed is from someone who is really mad and just
spouting off. Maybe English isn't their native language. But, should this quote be chosen for
your brochure? And, when one finds out it came off an anti-sda site, another flag goes up.

So, when I have all the things going on in my head, I don't know if abortion is going on in
SDA hospitals or not or has stopped since there are no recent quotes. I would guess some
is, but don't know how much is.

You can either take the approach that no one wants to listen to you, or you can take the
approach that maybe, perhaps, there are some valid concerns raised about your brochure
and you should reconsider it if you want to spread the word. It isn't about questioning whether
it's happening in our hospitals, whether anyone wants to lessen the guilt of the church, or
whether someone wants to finesse the truth that is happening. This is about whether your
brochure is going to accomplish your goals.

Maybe you have already printed them at great expense and not able to redesign it. So now,
you have to decide if the comments previously raised are legitimate or not. If they are in any
way legitimate, would you send it out anyway because of the cost, or would decide it may do
more harm than good and defeat your purposes?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/01/10 01:30 PM

Originally Posted By: kland

I start reading and I see a bunch of anonymous quotes from one magazine.
Another flag goes up. Do you want an information brochure or a quote brochure?
People will be wondering why so many from one magazine? Was there some
article to generate the comments? What did the article talk about? Do you suppose
someone reading what other readers have to say in some magazine will be
impressed? I'm only one person, but you've heard several objections to its content
and that should be a strong indication that a large percentage of your readers may
think the same. Is that what you want?

I agree, "news" based on opinion polls are increasingly becoming a joke. Fox news is not the
future of information (at least I really do hope it is not)...

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/01/10 09:16 PM

Tammy,

What they are posting here all makes sense to me.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 06:06 AM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

PS - I am on sabbatical. That's why I'm not employed by the church. I am involved
in outdoor ministry.
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Thank you for explaining, Mike...

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 06:14 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

So, Tammy, you didnt respond to Mikes inquiry about the appropriateness of
seeking support from anti-SDA appologists? Surely there are plenty of better ways
to make the anti-abortion case than to enlist those crusading against the church as
such for support? 

It matters not to me, where information comes from. What matters is, is the information
correct? A friend we have met, who is a very active SDA in CA, has put together more info
than any other living person I know on this abortion subject. Obviously, some of it comes
from non-SDA sources, because sadly, the SDA's are not going to squeal on themselves. 

It appears to me, that Ministry Magazine didn't counter what these people said - they didn't
say that these people were making up stories, that what they said was not true....MM is an
official magazine of the Church...if what these people said was not true, then I'm sure they
would have set the record straight. So why don't you forget about who said it, that isn't the
important part. the important part is - is it true???? Are Seventh Day Adventist hospitals really
doing abortions? That is the issue I'm going to stick with...who said what, matters
little....unless what they said is not true.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 07:06 AM

Originally Posted By: kland

Tammy, this is a rare occurrence where what MM offers seems mostly reasonable
to me.

Hello Kland, I don't think we have spoken before....nice to meet you here...
Originally Posted By: kland

Vaster's comment about the ends justifying any means should be considered, too.
Making sure of the source of the photo is very important. Consider the photo of
moths evolutionists use to show changes from pollution. It has become a joke
now. Questioning the means does not dispute the ends. If someone reading it finds
out the photo isn't real, any links are anti-sda, or any of the quotes are bogus or
misrepresents or misconstrues the general conference policy, they will discount
the whole thing, the whole issue, and believe it's been fabricated. That's not the
result you want to have happen, is it?

As I said in a previous post, we would NEVER intentionally post a picture that we have any
reason to question. As to anti-SDA links being attached...I don't think you can talk about this
subject and avoid that. Theresa Beam was on the board who made the decision as to the
stand the Church was going to take on this subject. She was so upset by the stand the
Church has taken officially, that she left the SDA Church and has become a Catholic! I think
that is terrible! How could one leave the Church and become a Catholic is beyond me...but
that is what she did....and she's very active...so when you discuss this subject online, you will
come across her anti-SDA site. But, even though she has left the Church and become a
Catholic, does that change anything? Does that make it OK for the SDA Church hospitals to
do abortions? I don't think so....

Originally Posted By: kland



Here's my impressions for whatever you wish to consider them for:

I'm afraid I don't know much about abortion, but the photo makes me question the
legitimacy of it. I would think that an abortion that is intended to get rid of the baby
would not leave it looking whole and clean. It also makes me wonder why
someone is holding a rose near it. It could happen due to non-normal
circumstances of the situation. But, it immediately makes me wonder if the photo
is real in regards to abortion. However, I may read further. (I searched and found
other photos which included it and showed one, maybe the same baby, which was
bloody and not looking so well)

There are different ways abortions are performed. This baby was not dis-membered as in
partial birth abortions....this baby was burned to death, with saline.... I have not seen any
pictures like this that were bloody... Could you please provide me a link to that? I wouldn't be
surprised if some blood was involved...even in a normal birth, many times the baby comes
out with blood on it. To me, the rose is for two purposes...when someone dies, flowers are
usually brought to the funeral...and this baby is so small, the rose helps people to realize how
little it is, yet how perfectly it is formed.

Originally Posted By: kland

I notice the title font on the brochure makes me think of Halloween and Witches. Is
that what you want? So, already there are two things that are going on in my head
that is distracting from what you may be wishing to convey.

The font didn't make us think of that at all, but I could see how you could come to that
conclusion. That was not our intention.

Originally Posted By: kland

I start reading and I see a bunch of anonymous quotes from one magazine.
Another flag goes up. Do you want an information brochure or a quote brochure?
People will be wondering why so many from one magazine? Was there some
article to generate the comments? What did the article talk about? Do you suppose
someone reading what other readers have to say in some magazine will be
impressed? I'm only one person, but you've heard several objections to its content
and that should be a strong indication that a large percentage of your readers may
think the same. Is that what you want?

This is an official Church magazine - Ministry Magazine, that is why we chose this magazine.
If you go online to the magazine, the quotes are not anonymous...but we decided not to put
the names of the people in our brochure. So far, other than people who want to make
excuses for this taking place within the Church, no one seems to have a problem with the
quotes being anonymous. 

Originally Posted By: kland

The quotes are from several years ago. The quotes assume abortion happens at
SDA hospitals, but I don't see facts, just people complaining about it happening.
When I read advertising brochures in the mail and see a bunch of quotes from
people who say how great the product or service is, I imagine them made up. It
says nothing about how it'll work for me. I want facts. Some of the quotes refer to
reports about Adventists hospitals performing abortions, but where are these
reports? What would make a big impact would be to get statistics about how many
are performed at which hospitals. Something that can be backed up. But if you
were to say that is kept hidden, well.....



There is not alot of room in a Tri-fold, Kland....we would like to have printed something much
bigger, but it costs alot more...the purpose of this brochure is not to have ALL the info, but to
shock people into searching out to see if what is said is true or not. And then, when they find
out it is true...what will they do about it? Is it true that SDA hospitals perform abortions? 

Originally Posted By: kland

The last quote is from another source with a link. However, when you go to the link,
and as MM listed, the quote has been doctored. It has poor punctuation,
capitalization, wording, and misspelled words. The attitude conveyed is from
someone who is really mad and just spouting off. Maybe English isn't their native
language. But, should this quote be chosen for your brochure? And, when one
finds out it came off an anti-sda site, another flag goes up.

This person is angry, and has every right to be angry. You should be angry too, if this is true.
We thought it right to leave the punctuation, capitalization, wording, etc. just as the writer
wrote it. Think about it, Kland....how can Sunday Church people have much respect for the
SDA Church...so what if we keep the Sabbath, if we are killing babies?????? I personally
know people who left the SDA Church for another 7th Day Church, because the Church is
Pro-Choice.... 

Originally Posted By: kland

So, when I have all the things going on in my head, I don't know if abortion is going
on in SDA hospitals or not or has stopped since there are no recent quotes. I would
guess some is, but don't know how much is.

You can either take the approach that no one wants to listen to you, or you can
take the approach that maybe, perhaps, there are some valid concerns raised
about your brochure and you should reconsider it if you want to spread the word. It
isn't about questioning whether it's happening in our hospitals, whether anyone
wants to lessen the guilt of the church, or whether someone wants to finesse the
truth that is happening. This is about whether your brochure is going to accomplish
your goals.

Maybe you have already printed them at great expense and not able to redesign it.
So now, you have to decide if the comments previously raised are legitimate or not.
If they are in any way legitimate, would you send it out anyway because of the
cost, or would decide it may do more harm than good and defeat your purposes?

Like I said, if people want to not see the truth...they will find any excuse they can with the
brochure....we realize we cannot please everyone. The brochure is reaching alot of people
who are shocked to find that their Church, the one that claims to be the only church on the
earth that keeps ALL the commandments, is in the abortion business... Yes, the Church is in
the abortion business....if it was not, it would take its name off of all the hospitals where
abortions are performed. 

On our forum, a person recently posted this post:

Quote:



Posted by: vastergotland

Posted by: Mountain Man

Posted by: Daryl F

This may have already been said but I went to Club Adventist to see what they are
saying about abortion. Someone asked which SDA hospitals do this and how
many each year.

I worked at one of our hospitals and I can say with certainty the number of
abortions you will never find out because some are under the guise of doing D&C's
(Dilatation & Curettage) surgery which is a very simple procedure. The reason I
know this is because in my work I noticed a woman was having this procedure
done and that she was pregnant. I alerted my Supervisor and he alerted the
surgical team. They actually put a halt to this surgery. This was 30 years ago. But if
I hadn't of noticed that she was pregnant, nothing would have been done.

Another time a young woman was coming in for this same procedure (D&C) and
the Anaethesologist who was a conservative SDA, went to talk with her and let her
know he could not be a part of her surgery and why. This young woman actually
changed her mind right there and later was so thankful. I was friends with her
mother who was also thankful her prayers were answered through this
Anaethesologist who wasn't afraid to stand for right.

I do not believe it is possible to count how many abortions our hospitals have done
unless you have access to medical records. Unfortunately some medical doctors
are more than willing to falsify medical records either for insurance purposes or for
ethical reasons. 

This world is waxing old and I long for Jesus to come and put an end to sin and
death.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 09:30 AM

Why I consider who said what, for the same reason why I would be inclined to distrust a
report comming from BigTobacco when they claim smoking cigarrs is good for your health.
Motives for saying something is highly important for determining whether it is true. There is
always an angle and all presentations are skewed in some way. Having an idea of which way
the skewedness goes is profitable.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 01:28 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy

the purpose of this brochure is not to have ALL the info, but to shock people into
searching out to see if what is said is true or not. And then, when they find out it is
true...what will they do about it? Is it true that SDA hospitals perform abortions?

A brochure that accuses SDA hospitals of performing abortions for reasons not condoned by
you, without citing proof, borders on slander. Wouldn't it make sense to include at least one
official statement from AHS verifying your accusation?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 04:24 PM

As an accusation has been made, it would be appropriate to go to the source, the SDA
Church, to see if what Tammy has stated here is true, as the Bereans went to the Bible to
see if what Paul was saying was true.

Also, as we have a new General Conference President since the 2010 GC Session in
Atlanta, Georgia, USA, somebody here should ask him about this.



Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: Daryl F

Posted by: Mountain Man

Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 06:28 PM

I'm sure many of you know Kevin Paulson, he is an Adventist Pastor in NY. He wrote a paper
on the abortion issue. Here is a paragraph from his paper (he, as a Pastor, is Pro-Choice!).

Quote:

Regarding the performing of abortions in Adventist hospitals, perhaps it would be
wise to avoid this as much as possible. Even if the practice can't be condemned on
inspired grounds, it can place a needless stumbling block before the weak in faith
(I Cor. 8:9). The church might be wise to return to its more restrictive earlier
policies on this matter, which limited abortions in our medical facilities to cases of
rape, incest, mental retardation, or danger to the mother's health or life. So long as
abortion services are available elsewhere, this would probably be best.

There isn't any doubt that abortions are being performed in the SDA hospitals....and not
just abortions that are done in "cases of rape, incest, mental retardation, or danger to
the mother's health or life."

Do you still think that abortions are not being done in SDA hospitals?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/03/10 09:41 PM

Is there a link to this article?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/04/10 12:46 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy

There isn't any doubt that abortions are being performed in the SDA
hospitals....and not just abortions that are done in "cases of rape, incest, mental
retardation, or danger to the mother's health or life."

Do you still think that abortions are not being done in SDA hospitals?

Tammy, you are also pro-choice in certain cases, and your brochure should make this point
clear. 

Your brochure should also provide proof that Adventist hospitals perform abortions in cases
you disprove of. 

I agree with Kevin Paulson.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/04/10 05:01 PM

I'm not Pro-Choice. 

It doesn't surprise me that you are on the same page with Paulson at all... I have no respect
whatsoever for him...and if you are on the same page with him...well.....

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 06:57 AM

Originally Posted By: Daryl F

Is there a link to this article?



Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: vastergotland

Posted by: Daryl F

Posted by: Daryl F

Posted by: Daryl F

I hope to post a link to it soon, Daryl...I wanted to add some of our own thoughts to it before I
post it, as Paulson is very good at twisting Inspiration, and I'd hate to post his article online
for the world to read and be responsible for someone who might read it and be deceived by
him.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 08:31 AM

Here is the article, Daryl...

Kevin Paulson's Paper In Favor of Abortion (Link:
http://www.thenarrowwayministries.org/Pages.asp?intCatalogID=145)
http://www.thenarrowwayministries.org/Pages.asp?intCatalogID=145 (Link:
http://www.thenarrowwayministries.org/Pages.asp?intCatalogID=145)

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 09:29 AM

Wonders whether Paulson really posts his papers under a Creative Commons lisence..

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 10:10 AM

As time permits today, I will be reading Kevin Paulson's article and the comments contained
therein before commenting about that article here.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 10:27 AM

As I read through the article, I decided to post here comments from Pastor Kevin Paulson's
article that are very relevant to the discussion and concerns in this thread, beginning with this
one:

Originally Posted By: Pastor Kevin Paulson's article on abortion

Many wonder why our church doesn't condemn abortion with the same severity as
other conservative Christian denominations. Many also wonder why we refuse to
join these same Christians in urging our government to ban this procedure as the
taking of innocent human life.

The words "with the same severity" tells me that the SDA Church does condemn abortion to
a degree. 

Am I correct, or am I wrong in this assumption?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 10:42 AM

Does the Bible have anything to say about abortion?

The above question popped into my mind while reading through Pastor Kevin Paulson's
article on abortion, therefore, I thought it would be good to ask this question for discussion
here while continuing to read his article.

This part of his article was what prompted me to ask this question:
Originally Posted By: Pastor Kevin Paulson's article on abortion



Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: Daryl F

Posted by: Mountain Man

It is thus not true to the facts of history to claim that neither Scripture nor Ellen
White had the need to explicitly condemn abortion because it was regarded with
general abhorrence in the contemporary culture.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 10:54 AM

Originally Posted By: Daryl F

As I read through the article, I decided to post here comments from Pastor Kevin
Paulson's article that are very relevant to the discussion and concerns in this
thread, beginning with this one:

Originally Posted By: Pastor Kevin Paulson's article on abortion

Many wonder why our church doesn't condemn abortion with the same
severity as other conservative Christian denominations. Many also
wonder why we refuse to join these same Christians in urging our
government to ban this procedure as the taking of innocent human life.

The words "with the same severity" tells me that the SDA Church does condemn
abortion to a degree. 

Am I correct, or am I wrong in this assumption?

Daryl, you are very wrong... How much do you really condemn something, if you practice it?
Words mean NOTHING...Actions mean everything... and further in the article Paulson admits
that ALL KINDS of abortions are performed in SDA hospitals....so you tell me, HOW MUCH
DOES THE SDA CHURCH REALLY CONDEMN ABORTION?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 12:14 PM

Originally Posted By: Pastor Kevin Paulson's article on abortion

Regarding the performing of abortions in Adventist hospitals, perhaps it would be
wise to avoid this as much as possible. Even if the practice can't be condemned on
inspired grounds, it can place a needless stumblingblock before the weak in faith (I
Cor. 8:9). The church might be wise to return to its more restrictive earlier
policies on this matter, which limited abortions in our medical facilities to
cases of rape, incest, mental retardation, or danger to the mother's health or
life. So long as abortion services are available elsewhere, this would probably be
best.

The part I bolded in the above quote does seem to say that the SDA church policy on
abortion isn't what it should be.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 01:19 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy



Posted by: Mountain Man

T: There isn't any doubt that abortions are being performed in the SDA
hospitals....and not just abortions that are done in "cases of rape, incest, mental
retardation, or danger to the mother's health or life." Do you still think that abortions
are not being done in SDA hospitals?

M: Tammy, you are also pro-choice in certain cases, and your brochure should
make this point clear. Your brochure should also provide proof that Adventist
hospitals perform abortions in cases you disprove of. I agree with Kevin Paulson.

T: I'm not Pro-Choice. It doesn't surprise me that you are on the same page with
Paulson at all... I have no respect whatsoever for him...and if you are on the same
page with him...well.....

I got the impression earlier on this thread that you believe women should be allowed to abort
a fetus under "rare cases". You wrote:

Originally Posted By: Tammy

I would do everything I could to convince women to not kill their babies. (I'm not
talking here about the rare cases of abortions where the life of the mother is truly at
stake.)

Did I misunderstand you? Do you believe abortion is a sin under any and all circumstances?
If not, if you do believe women should be allowed to abort a fetus under rare, specific
circumstances, then you are pro-choice, albeit, in a limited scope. 

I agree with the Paulson paragraph you posted in that I believe AHS should only perform
abortions in the rare, specific circumstances he named. If you don't respect me for it, then so
be it.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 01:31 PM

Daryl, earlier on this thread i posted a link to the official SDA Church statement regarding
abortion. Here's the actual statement in full:

Quote:

Guidelines on Abortion

Many contemporary societies have faced conflict over the morality of abortion.*
Such conflict also has affected large numbers within Christianity who want to
accept responsibility for the protection of prenatal human life while also preserving
the personal liberty of women. The need for guidelines has become evident, as the
Church attempts to follow scripture, and to provide moral guidance while
respecting individual conscience. Seventh-day Adventists want to relate to the
question of abortion in ways that reveal faith in God as the Creator and Sustainer of
all life and in ways that reflect Christian responsibility and freedom. Though honest
differences on the question of abortion exist among Seventh-day Adventists, the
following represents an attempt to provide guidelines on a number of principles
and issues. The guidelines are based on broad biblical principles that are
presented for study at the end of the document.**

1) Prenatal human life is a magnificent gift of God. God's ideal for human beings
affirms the sanctity of human life, in God's image, and requires respect for prenatal
lif H d i i b t lif t b d i th t t f f ll ld



life. However, decisions about life must be made in the context of a fallen world.
Abortion is never an action of little moral consequence. Thus prenatal life must not
be thoughtlessly destroyed. Abortion should be performed only for the most serious
reasons.

2) Abortion is one of the tragic dilemmas of human fallenness. The Church should
offer gracious support to those who personally face the decision concerning an
abortion. Attitudes of condemnation are inappropriate in those who have accepted
the gospel. Christians are commissioned to become a loving, caring community of
faith that assists those in crisis as alternatives are considered.

3) In practical, tangible ways the Church as a supportive community should
express its commitment to the value of human life. These ways should include:

a. strengthening family relationships

b. educating both genders concerning Christian principles of human sexuality

c. emphasizing responsibility of both male and female for family planning

d. calling both to be responsible for the consequences of behaviors that are
inconsistent with Christian principles

e. creating a safe climate for ongoing discussion of the moral questions associated
with abortion

f. offering support and assistance to women who choose to complete crisis
pregnancies

g. encouraging and assisting fathers to participate responsibly in the parenting of
their children.

The Church also should commit itself to assist in alleviating the unfortunate social,
economic, and psychological factors that add to abortion and to care redemptively
for those suffering the consequences of individual decisions on this issue.

4) The Church does not serve as conscience for individuals; however, it should
provide moral guidance. Abortions for reasons of birth control, gender selection, or
convenience are not condoned by the Church. Women, at times however, may
face exceptional circumstances that present serious moral or medical dilemmas,
such as significant threats to the pregnant woman's life, serious jeopardy to her
health, severe congenital defects carefully diagnosed in the fetus, and pregnancy
resulting from rape or incest. The final decision whether to terminate the pregnancy
or not should be made by the pregnant woman after appropriate consultation. She
should be aided in her decision by accurate information, biblical principles, and the
guidance of the Holy Spirit. Moreover, these decisions are best made within the
context of healthy family relationships.

5) Christians acknowledge as first and foremost their accountability to God. They
seek balance between the exercise of individual liberty and their accountability to
the faith community and the larger society and its laws. They make their choices
according to scripture and the laws of God rather than the norms of society.
Therefore, any attempts to coerce women either to remain pregnant or to terminate
pregnancy should be rejected as infringements of personal freedom.



6) Church institutions should be provided with guidelines for developing their own
institutional policies in harmony with this statement. Persons having a religious or
ethical objection to abortion should not be required to participate in the
performance of abortions.

7) Church members should be encouraged to participate in the ongoing
consideration of their moral responsibilities with regard to abortion in light of the
teaching of scripture.

Principles for a Christian View of Life

Introduction

"Now this is eternal life; that they may know you, the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom you have sent" (John 17:3, NIV). In Christ is the promise of eternal
life; but since human life is mortal, humans are confronted with difficult issues
regarding life and death. The following principles refer to the whole person (body,
soul, and spirit), an indivisible whole (Genesis 2:7; 1 Thessalonians 5:23).

Life: Our valuable gift from God

1) God is the Source, Giver, and Sustainer of all life (Acts 17:25,28; Job 33:4;
Genesis 1:30, 2:7; Psalm 36:9; John 1:3,4).

2) Human life has unique value because human beings, though fallen, are created
in the image of God (Genesis 1:27; Romans 3:23; 1 John 2:2; 1 John 3:2; John
1:29; 1 Peter 1:18,19).

3) God values human life not on the basis of human accomplishments or
contributions but because we are God's creation and the object of His redeeming
love (Romans 5:6,8; Ephesians 2:2-6; 1 Timothy 1:15; Titus 3:4,5; Matthew 5:43-
48; Ephesians 2:4-9; John 1:3, 10:10).

Life: Our response to God's gift

4) Valuable as it is, human life is not the only or ultimate concern. Self-sacrifice in
devotion to God and His principles may take precedence over life itself (Revelation
12:11; 1 Corinthians 13).

5) God calls for the protection of human life and holds humanity accountable for its
destruction (Exodus 20:13; Revelation 21:8; Exodus 23:7; Deuteronomy 24:16;
Proverbs 6:16,17; Jeremiah 7:3-34; Micah 6:7; Genesis 9:5,6).

6) God is especially concerned for the protection of the weak, the defenseless, and
the oppressed (Psalm 82:3,4; James 1:27; Micah 6:8; Acts 20:35; Proverbs
24:11,12; Luke 1:52-54).

7) Christian love (agape) is the costly dedication of our lives to enhancing the lives
of others. Love also respects personal dignity and does not condone the
oppression of one person to support the abusive behavior of another (Matthew
16:21; Philippians 2:1-11; 1 John 3:16; 1 John 4:8-11; Matthew 22:39; John
18:22,23; John 13:34).



Posted by: Mountain Man

8) The believing community is called to demonstrate Christian love in tangible,
practical, and substantive ways. God calls us to restore gently the broken
(Galatians 6:1,2; 1 John 3:17,18; Matthew 1:23; Philippians 2:1-11; John 8:2-11;
Romans 8:1-14; Matthew 7:1,2, 12:20; Isaiah 40:42, 62:2-4).

Life: Our right and responsibility to decide

9) God gives humanity the freedom of choice, even if it leads to abuse and tragic
consequences. His unwillingness to coerce human obedience necessitated the
sacrifice of His Son. He requires us to use His gifts in accordance with His will and
ultimately will judge their misuse (Deuteronomy 30:19,20; Genesis 3; 1 Peter 2:24;
Romans 3:5,6, 6:1,2; Galatians 5:13).

10) God calls each of us individually to moral decision making and to search the
scriptures for the biblical principles underlying such choices (John 5:39; Acts
17:11; 1 Peter 2:9; Romans 7:13-25).

11) Decisions about human life from its beginning to its end are best made within
the context of healthy family relationships with the support of the faith community
(Exodus 20:12; Ephesians 5,6).

12) Human decisions should always be centered in seeking the will of God
(Romans 12:2; Ephesians 6:6; Luke 22:42).

*Abortion, as understood in these guidelines, is defined as any action aimed at the
termination of a pregnancy already established. This is distinguished from
contraception, which is intended to prevent a pregnancy. The focus of the
document is on abortion.

**The fundamental perspective of these guidelines is taken from a broad study of
scripture as shown in the "Principles for a Christian View of Human Life" included
at the end of this document.

_______________

These guidelines were approved and voted by the General Conference of Seventh-
day Adventists Executive Committee at the Annual Council session in Silver
Spring, Maryland, October 12, 1992.

"Abortion should be performed only for the most serious reasons." "Abortions for reasons of
birth control, gender selection, or convenience are not condoned by the Church."

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 01:51 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy

How much do you really condemn something, if you practice it? Words mean
NOTHING...Actions mean everything... and further in the article Paulson admits
that ALL KINDS of abortions are performed in SDA hospitals....so you tell me,
HOW MUCH DOES THE SDA CHURCH REALLY CONDEMN ABORTION?

The SDA Church does not perform abortions. AHS does.



Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 02:29 PM

What name is on the AHS doing the abortions?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 07:03 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Originally Posted By: Tammy

T: There isn't any doubt that abortions are being performed in the SDA
hospitals....and not just abortions that are done in "cases of rape, incest,
mental retardation, or danger to the mother's health or life." Do you still
think that abortions are not being done in SDA hospitals?

M: Tammy, you are also pro-choice in certain cases, and your brochure
should make this point clear. Your brochure should also provide proof
that Adventist hospitals perform abortions in cases you disprove of. I
agree with Kevin Paulson.

T: I'm not Pro-Choice. It doesn't surprise me that you are on the same
page with Paulson at all... I have no respect whatsoever for him...and if
you are on the same page with him...well.....

I got the impression earlier on this thread that you believe women should be
allowed to abort a fetus under "rare cases". You wrote:

Originally Posted By: Tammy

I would do everything I could to convince women to not kill their babies.
(I'm not talking here about the rare cases of abortions where the life of
the mother is truly at stake.)

Did I misunderstand you? Do you believe abortion is a sin under any and all
circumstances? If not, if you do believe women should be allowed to abort a fetus
under rare, specific circumstances, then you are pro-choice, albeit, in a limited
scope. 

I agree with the Paulson paragraph you posted in that I believe AHS should only
perform abortions in the rare, specific circumstances he named. If you don't
respect me for it, then so be it.

In the case of the mother's life truly being at stake, then it is better to lose the life of the baby,
rather than lose mother and baby. I call that Pro-Life, saving one, rather than none. But for
rape and incest, and all other reasons, no, it is a life, no matter how it came about, and it
should not be aborted.

Paulson sees nothing wrong with elective abortions....but because of the "weak in faith" he
thinks only abortions because of rape, incest, life of mother, etc. should be performed. When
you said you agreed with Paulson, this is what I thought you were agreeing with. I am sorry if
I misjudged you....I hope I did.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/05/10 07:06 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man



Daryl, earlier on this thread i posted a link to the official SDA Church statement
regarding abortion. Here's the actual statement in full:

Quote:

Guidelines on Abortion

Many contemporary societies have faced conflict over the morality of
abortion.* Such conflict also has affected large numbers within
Christianity who want to accept responsibility for the protection of
prenatal human life while also preserving the personal liberty of women.
The need for guidelines has become evident, as the Church attempts to
follow scripture, and to provide moral guidance while respecting
individual conscience. Seventh-day Adventists want to relate to the
question of abortion in ways that reveal faith in God as the Creator and
Sustainer of all life and in ways that reflect Christian responsibility and
freedom. Though honest differences on the question of abortion exist
among Seventh-day Adventists, the following represents an attempt to
provide guidelines on a number of principles and issues. The guidelines
are based on broad biblical principles that are presented for study at the
end of the document.**

1) Prenatal human life is a magnificent gift of God. God's ideal for
human beings affirms the sanctity of human life, in God's image, and
requires respect for prenatal life. However, decisions about life must be
made in the context of a fallen world. Abortion is never an action of little
moral consequence. Thus prenatal life must not be thoughtlessly
destroyed. Abortion should be performed only for the most serious
reasons.

2) Abortion is one of the tragic dilemmas of human fallenness. The
Church should offer gracious support to those who personally face the
decision concerning an abortion. Attitudes of condemnation are
inappropriate in those who have accepted the gospel. Christians are
commissioned to become a loving, caring community of faith that assists
those in crisis as alternatives are considered.

3) In practical, tangible ways the Church as a supportive community
should express its commitment to the value of human life. These ways
should include:

a. strengthening family relationships

b. educating both genders concerning Christian principles of human
sexuality

c. emphasizing responsibility of both male and female for family
planning

d. calling both to be responsible for the consequences of behaviors that
are inconsistent with Christian principles

e. creating a safe climate for ongoing discussion of the moral questions
associated with abortion



f. offering support and assistance to women who choose to complete
crisis pregnancies

g. encouraging and assisting fathers to participate responsibly in the
parenting of their children.

The Church also should commit itself to assist in alleviating the
unfortunate social, economic, and psychological factors that add to
abortion and to care redemptively for those suffering the consequences
of individual decisions on this issue.

4) The Church does not serve as conscience for individuals; however, it
should provide moral guidance. Abortions for reasons of birth control,
gender selection, or convenience are not condoned by the Church.
Women, at times however, may face exceptional circumstances that
present serious moral or medical dilemmas, such as significant threats
to the pregnant woman's life, serious jeopardy to her health, severe
congenital defects carefully diagnosed in the fetus, and pregnancy
resulting from rape or incest. The final decision whether to terminate the
pregnancy or not should be made by the pregnant woman after
appropriate consultation. She should be aided in her decision by
accurate information, biblical principles, and the guidance of the Holy
Spirit. Moreover, these decisions are best made within the context of
healthy family relationships.

5) Christians acknowledge as first and foremost their accountability to
God. They seek balance between the exercise of individual liberty and
their accountability to the faith community and the larger society and its
laws. They make their choices according to scripture and the laws of
God rather than the norms of society. Therefore, any attempts to coerce
women either to remain pregnant or to terminate pregnancy should be
rejected as infringements of personal freedom.

6) Church institutions should be provided with guidelines for developing
their own institutional policies in harmony with this statement. Persons
having a religious or ethical objection to abortion should not be required
to participate in the performance of abortions.

7) Church members should be encouraged to participate in the ongoing
consideration of their moral responsibilities with regard to abortion in
light of the teaching of scripture.

Principles for a Christian View of Life

Introduction

"Now this is eternal life; that they may know you, the only true God, and
Jesus Christ whom you have sent" (John 17:3, NIV). In Christ is the
promise of eternal life; but since human life is mortal, humans are
confronted with difficult issues regarding life and death. The following
principles refer to the whole person (body, soul, and spirit), an indivisible
whole (Genesis 2:7; 1 Thessalonians 5:23).

Lif O l bl ift f G d



Life: Our valuable gift from God

1) God is the Source, Giver, and Sustainer of all life (Acts 17:25,28; Job
33:4; Genesis 1:30, 2:7; Psalm 36:9; John 1:3,4).

2) Human life has unique value because human beings, though fallen,
are created in the image of God (Genesis 1:27; Romans 3:23; 1 John
2:2; 1 John 3:2; John 1:29; 1 Peter 1:18,19).

3) God values human life not on the basis of human accomplishments or
contributions but because we are God's creation and the object of His
redeeming love (Romans 5:6,8; Ephesians 2:2-6; 1 Timothy 1:15; Titus
3:4,5; Matthew 5:43-48; Ephesians 2:4-9; John 1:3, 10:10).

Life: Our response to God's gift

4) Valuable as it is, human life is not the only or ultimate concern. Self-
sacrifice in devotion to God and His principles may take precedence over
life itself (Revelation 12:11; 1 Corinthians 13).

5) God calls for the protection of human life and holds humanity
accountable for its destruction (Exodus 20:13; Revelation 21:8; Exodus
23:7; Deuteronomy 24:16; Proverbs 6:16,17; Jeremiah 7:3-34; Micah 6:7;
Genesis 9:5,6).

6) God is especially concerned for the protection of the weak, the
defenseless, and the oppressed (Psalm 82:3,4; James 1:27; Micah 6:8;
Acts 20:35; Proverbs 24:11,12; Luke 1:52-54).

7) Christian love (agape) is the costly dedication of our lives to
enhancing the lives of others. Love also respects personal dignity and
does not condone the oppression of one person to support the abusive
behavior of another (Matthew 16:21; Philippians 2:1-11; 1 John 3:16; 1
John 4:8-11; Matthew 22:39; John 18:22,23; John 13:34).

8) The believing community is called to demonstrate Christian love in
tangible, practical, and substantive ways. God calls us to restore gently
the broken (Galatians 6:1,2; 1 John 3:17,18; Matthew 1:23; Philippians
2:1-11; John 8:2-11; Romans 8:1-14; Matthew 7:1,2, 12:20; Isaiah 40:42,
62:2-4).

Life: Our right and responsibility to decide

9) God gives humanity the freedom of choice, even if it leads to abuse
and tragic consequences. His unwillingness to coerce human obedience
necessitated the sacrifice of His Son. He requires us to use His gifts in
accordance with His will and ultimately will judge their misuse
(Deuteronomy 30:19,20; Genesis 3; 1 Peter 2:24; Romans 3:5,6, 6:1,2;
Galatians 5:13).

10) God calls each of us individually to moral decision making and to
search the scriptures for the biblical principles underlying such choices
(John 5:39; Acts 17:11; 1 Peter 2:9; Romans 7:13-25).



Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: Daryl F

Posted by: kland

Posted by: Tammy Roesch

(John 5:39; Acts 17:11; 1 Peter 2:9; Romans 7:13 25).

11) Decisions about human life from its beginning to its end are best
made within the context of healthy family relationships with the support
of the faith community (Exodus 20:12; Ephesians 5,6).

12) Human decisions should always be centered in seeking the will of
God (Romans 12:2; Ephesians 6:6; Luke 22:42).

*Abortion, as understood in these guidelines, is defined as any action
aimed at the termination of a pregnancy already established. This is
distinguished from contraception, which is intended to prevent a
pregnancy. The focus of the document is on abortion.

**The fundamental perspective of these guidelines is taken from a broad
study of scripture as shown in the "Principles for a Christian View of
Human Life" included at the end of this document.

_______________

These guidelines were approved and voted by the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists Executive Committee at the Annual Council
session in Silver Spring, Maryland, October 12, 1992.

"Abortion should be performed only for the most serious reasons." "Abortions for
reasons of birth control, gender selection, or convenience are not condoned by the
Church."

Why should babies be killed because their father raped their mother, or because their father
happened to be their mother's sister?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 05:45 AM

Well, I'm going to spread the word at other places...you all can choose to investigate and find
out if what I've said is true or not, or you can continue to support the Church in the abortion
business. "As for me and my house, ...."

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 08:16 AM

Have you considered sending an open e-mail to the still relatively new GC President, Elder
Ted Wilson about this, as was similarly done by David Asscherick over the evolution issue at
La Sierra University?

By the way, as Pastor Kevin Paulson is a registered member here, I alerted him by email of
this thread and your link to his article. He responded by saying that as soon as he returns
from his evangelistic series in South Africa on December 20th, he will be responding to your
link and discussing your concern here in this thread.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 10:48 AM

Tammy, I wasn't going to say any more, but then thought I should ask this:

Is there some reason you are opposed to creating a brochure which presents facts?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 11:46 AM



Originally Posted By: Daryl F

Have you considered sending an open e-mail to the still relatively new GC
President, Elder Ted Wilson about this, as was similarly done by David Asscherick
over the evolution issue at La Sierra University?

By the way, as Pastor Kevin Paulson is a registered member here, I alerted him by
email of this thread and your link to his article. He responded by saying that as
soon as he returns from his evangelistic series in South Africa on December 20th,
he will be responding to your link and discussing your concern here in this thread.

The following letter was sent to Wilson, back in August.

Quote:

Dear Brother Wilson,

I was thrilled when I heard you speak about “revival and reformation” in the first
sermon you preached as our new president and I realized that we need to pray
more fervently than ever before for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon each
member of our church and especially upon the new leaders of this great movement
the Lord hs blest so much in the past.

Our Concern for the Doctrine of Creation

You made specific reference to a few areas where reformation is needed. One of
them is regarding a new emphasis on the most cherished doctrine of the Christian
Church, the doctrine of creation. This sacred belief runs like a golden thread from
Genesis through the last book of the Bible. If we compromise on this, the most
fundamental belief of Christianity, our church will loose its reason for its existence.

If the Darwinian theory of origin is right, then the Bible is wrong. If we have been
evolving from lower forms of life, this means that there was never a moral fall, no
reason to seek forgiveness and no valid reason for preaching repentance and the
need for salvation; we have done quite well so far thanks to natural selection and
genetic mutation; we will continue to advance and eventually reach even a higher
state of existence without the need for any help from above.

If Darwin was right, then we might as well stop preaching a utopic Second Coming
which will never materialize; stop wasting our precious resources in an evangelism
which is based on wishful thinking and perhaps from now on devote our tithes and
offerings to feeding the poor and clothing the naked; we might, likewise, turn our
churches into country clubs and close our schools and universities. Why compete
with the governments if our message and mission is the same as the rest of
society. 
The Urgent Need for Change

Thi d t h C i i thi I f f Ad ti t



This needs to change. Can you imagine this: In one room of some of our Adventist
medical institutions a physician is desperately trying to preserve the life of a just
born baby with a defective heart condition, while in another room another
physician, with a different agenda in his mind, is killing a perfectly formed and
healthy unborn baby because the pregnant female has decided that she is not
ready to become a mother. Thus an innocent baby is killed with the blessing of our
Remnant Church. Tell me: Why on earth are we allowing this to take place?

Our church has done miracles in our effort to help many people abandon the
unhealthy habit of smoking. Why do we do this? Because in doing so, we help
them to prolong their lives by four or five years. At the same time, we are engaged
in shortening the lives of innocent unborn babies—not by four or five years—but by
an entire life span. Does this make moral sense? In Loma Linda, Dr. Bailey has
been saving the lives of five babies per year who are doomed to die. At the same
time, some Adventist physicians have become millionaires thanks to their
profitable abortion business, and they are highly respected by our Adventist
community. Can you explain this?
A Return to the Original Blueprint

I know of several honest Adventist members who decided to leave the Adventist
Church precisely for this reason; some of them decided to join the Catholic
denomination which has not compromised on the killing of innocent human
beings. Traditionally we have criticized Rome for altering the true meaning of the
Fourth Commandment, and now we, the Remnant Church of God, have done the
same to the Sixth one, the one forbidding the murder of innocent human beings.

You are probably aware that our Adventist pioneers did condemn the practice of
abortion in the strongest terms. I have documented this in my doctoral dissertation
entitled: “From Pro-life to Pro-Choice: the Dramatic Shift of seventh-day Adventists’
Attitude Towards Abortion.” You can read this document online at the following
Internet address: http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=109 (Link:
http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=109)

I an praying that your decision to work for a revival and reformation among our
people may have God’s rich blessing and that our church may go back to our
original high regard for God’s sacred Decalogue, including the Commandment
which forbids the destruction of human life, the crown jewel of God’s creation. May
the good Lord bless you richly in this noble endeavor!

Nic Samojluk

I really don't care to discuss anything with Paulson...in my mind, anyone who takes the stand
on abortion that he does, and claims to be a Conservative, Spirit of Prophecy
believing/teaching Adventist, Pastor at that, well, I won't waste my time talking with him.
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Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 11:48 AM

Originally Posted By: kland

Tammy, I wasn't going to say any more, but then thought I should ask this:

Is there some reason you are opposed to creating a brochure which presents
facts?

There is only so much room in a trifold... I would put much more in the brochure if there was
room. The fact that the SDA Church Hospitals, hospitals with the SDA name on them are
doing abortions is made pretty clear...

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 12:36 PM

Tammy, I hope you are more kind and loving in person than you sound in print here. You
come across as harsh and hateful, bitter and baleful. Which seems out of place for someone
who apparently is so concerned for life and the living. I have a difficult time imagining Jesus
giving off the vibes you do here. There were tears in His voice on those rare occasions He
uttered scathing rebukes. I feel hated and despised by you. And, I would hate to be Kevin
Paulson or some poor rape, incest victim who chose to abort her baby.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 01:41 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

Why should babies be killed because their father raped their mother, or because
their father happened to be their mother's sister?

Lots daughters raped their father and the children that were born became heads of tribes that
caused all kinds of trouble and sorrow for Israel..

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 06:31 PM

I'm not angry with the women and the young girls who have had abortions...but I am angry
with the Church and Pastors who are promoting it, and portraying it as something other than
what it is - murder. I have no soft words for them...I think Jesus would put them into this
class:

Quote:

Mat 18:6 But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it
were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he
were drowned in the depth of the sea.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/06/10 06:41 PM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

Why should babies be killed because their father raped their mother, or
because their father happened to be their mother's sister?

Lots daughters raped their father and the children that were born became heads of
tribes that caused all kinds of trouble and sorrow for Israel..
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And David committed adultery and Solomon was the product of that. But never once does the
Bible say anything about David trying to figure out a way for Bathsheba to abort the baby...no,
instead, he planned how he could kill Bathsheba's husband....wouldn't it have been a far
easier thing to abort the baby, than kill her husband? That was never an option in David's
mind....

It doesn't matter how the life of the baby came about, it doesn't make it any less of a life.... I
have a good friend is the product of her mother being raped. She is a strong Pro-Life
advocate today, and a mother of 4 little children herself. 

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/07/10 04:51 AM

By the way....the letter to President Wilson was written and sent to him in August....and so
far, NO RESPONSE. Not a good sign....

We are discussing this issue on another forum, and someone posted the following:

Originally Posted By: Robert Parker

Last night (12/5/2010) we had a special meeting and the speakers were Colin
Standish (President of Hartland College in America), and a young Brazilian man.
We spent half a day with them and had our evening meal with them. During the
meal, I asked Colin about the abortion issue. He frowned and looked distressed.
He says that it is an utter disgrace, and while he was President of one of the
denominations big colleges (forgotten its name). He fought against this practice
tooth and nail. He got nowhere.

I told him about you and your brochure to make SDAs aware of what is going on.
He has never heard of you, but seemed to be in agreement with your plan to
circulate this brochure. He said that even he does not know to the full extent that
abortion is being practiced in our hospitals as it covered up. It is murder pure and
simple. Those responsible for it will be held to account.

I'm very sure that Colin Standish is as appalled at Kevin Paulson's stand on abortion as I am.
Any true SDA would be.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/07/10 06:20 AM

Perhaps you all have heard of this...it is new to me! Just appalling!

Quote:

In China they are eating babies,
in Loma Linda, they are —
Harvesting Organs
The following is excerpted from an article in the January 1996 issue of Rutherford,
the official journal of the Rutherford Institute (Charlottesville, VA). We have added
subheads.

When reports of Chinese citizens eating human fetuses for health reasons
surfaced in Hong Kong last year, many dismissed them as fiction . . , but when
Eastweek and Eastern Express, two English- language publications based in Hong
Kong, investigated, the reporters were in for a shock.



DISCOVERY IN CHINA
One investigator feigned illness and asked a Shenzhen hospital doctor for fetuses.
Holding up a fistsized glass bottle stuffed with ten thumb-sized unborns, the doctor
said, “[They were] all aborted this morning. You can take them. We are a state-run
hospital and don’t charge anything.” A private hospital spokesman offered to sell
the reporters full-term unborn, which he claimed “contain the best healing
qualities.”

Zou Qin, a doctor who claimed to have aborted several hundred unborn and eaten
100 fetuses herself, said, “People normally prefer [fetuses from] young women,
and even better, the first boy and a male.”

She justifies the practice: “They are wasted if we don’t eat them . ..Zou Qin has fed
fetuses to her
sister’s children. “I wash them with clear water until they look transparent white
and then stew them. Making soup is best.” A photo depicts Zou Qin smiling,
holding up a tiny fetus which hasn’t made it to her bowl yet.

WHAT DO WE DO HERE?
The stories are gruesome and almost unreal. Eating babies? But that, of course, is
China, we say. In
America, we abort babies, but we don’t eat them.

Or do we?

The ongoing American debate over using fetuses in medicine bears some striking
parallels to China.
One big difference is that America better understands the importance of “spin” and
proper marketing techniques . .

Donating one’s own organs, or even allowing a loved one’s untimely death to take
on added meaning by permitting doctors to use her organs to help another, has a
long and respectable history. But by interweaving the taking of life with the giving of
life, medicine and science begin to confuse their mission. A quick mention of the
aborted fetus, and then on to the happy ending, the discovery, the patient’s cure,
the family’s joy!

Real life isn’t that simple.

FETAL RESEARCH IN AMERICA
The history of fetal research is inextricably linked to the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision
legalizing abortion on demand in America. Other than a very few failed experiments
around mid-century, little fetal research had been done before the 1970s. Roe and
its progeny placed the preborn human’s body into legal limbo. Thus it became
possible to observe the incredible irony of using the body parts of an allegedly non-
human fetus to treat specifically human ailments. The heart might still beat, and
the [unborn] child feel pain, but the fetus was now considered a “product.”

And like most products, “The fresher, the better.” Deterioration of brain tissue, as
well as other bodily organs, commences almost immediately after death. So it
became important to create an efficient assembly line which would seamlessly
take the baby from the warm womb to deep frozen sterility . .

Finnish and American scientists did an experiment in 1973, described in



p
Newsweek:

“[The team] decapitated a dozen human fetuses, each aborted live through
hysterectomy, and kept the heads alive artificially for study. The ghoulish
experiment—partially funded by the National Institute of Health—was designed to
measure fetal metabolism. At about the same time, another research team kept a
batch of aborted fetuses alive in saline solution in order to find out if they could
absorb oxygen. One fetus survived for nearly a day.”

STILL BEING DONE TODAY
In 1974, responding to public censure of such science, Congress banned the
federal funding of research on aborted fetuses, and tightened those restrictions in
1985. This did not, however, forbid private institutions from conducting fetal
research, since the fetus is not protected by law in the U.S. And the restrictions on
[federal] funding were not total: Fetal tissue transplant research, which to this day
remains the most medically and monetarily promising “use” for the unborn, was
sponsored by the NIH until 1988, when President Reagan’s administration
imposed a moratorium on such funding.

Much fetal tissue research remained unaffected by the moratorium, which
continued under the Bush administration. The National Committee for a Human
Life Amendment observed:

“Since the Moratorium took effect, NIH has spent more than $23.4 million to
support 295 research projects involving human fetal tissue.”

As the old reporters’ saw goes, “Follow the money.” During the 1980s and early
90s, research pressed
on in a number of areas.

ONE OF THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL: AT LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
One of the most controversial programs of the 1980s was that of Loma Linda
University Medical
Center, who chose to “harvest” the organs of [live] infants with some or most of
their brains missing.

The harvesting did, of course, cause the death of such infants; but, since these
infants did not in Loma Linda’s opinion qualify for personhood, their organs were
considered fair game. In 1988 the University gave up the program—but not for
moral reasons: The transplants didn’t work.

LOMA LINDA RESEARCH CONTINUES
Loma Linda’s, and other American, fetal research does have a Chinese
connection. As Loma Linda’s
Medical Center notes in an Internet post:

“A fetal brain bank has been established at Hua Shan Hospital, where fetal brain
tissue is held in
cryogenic [super cold] preservation as part of a long range basic sciences research
program. Parkinson’s is only one of many potential uses for the tissue samples.”

The [LLU] Internet post goes on to note that, for qualified doctors, “potential
withdrawals” are available from the Chinese “brain bank.”

In addition seven North American Parkinson’s sufferers were taken to China



In addition, seven North American Parkinson s sufferers were taken to China
between 1989 and 1991 for fetal transplants. [About this project of theirs, the LLU
post notes:]

“Success was impressive, but the long standing ban on [aborted] fetal tissue
research made this kind of surgery impractical in the U.S.”

And Dr. Z.S. Tang, a fetal tissue research pioneer from China’s Shanghai Medical
University and Hua
Shan Hospital, was a visiting professor at Loma Linda University Medical Center
during the summer
and fall of 1992.

A Loma Linda doctor, Robert P. Iacono, returned Tang’s visit by doing fetal tissue
graft implants in
China.

Back in the U.S., in only the third day of his presidency, Bill Clinton repealed the
Reagan/Bush ban in order, he said, to “free science and medicine from the grasp
of politics” . .

WHY THE INDUSTRY WANTS PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTIONS
But the industry has continued to research and develop their “product.”

Though many pro-lifers have heard about the newest abortion method, the so-
called “D&X” [dilation
and extraction, more commonly known as partial-birth abortion], few know that the
method is often touted as a superior way to obtain “undamaged” viable fetal tissue.
Former abortionist Bernard Nathanson described the technique as used by
Swedish doctors harvesting unborns’ brain tissue for treating Parkinson’s disease:

“Pregnant women at 13 to 18 weeks are placed on an operating table, the cervix is
dilated, the bag of water is broken, the fetal head is guided into position just above
the open cervix, the fetal skull is drilled open and a suction device is placed into the
brain . . the brain substance is then suctioned out and placed immediately on ice to
preserve its viability, then the fetus is aborted.”

Similar processes, according to Nathanson, are used in procuring fetal pancreas,
fetal liquid and fetal
thymus . .

WHERE WE ARE HEADED
And finally, the runway is being smoothed for full-blown research on living,
fertilized embryos, including those artificially inseminated in the laboratory. If
embryos, why not grow fetuses in the lab as well? Scientists could then replace
laboratory rats with a superior “product” more closely related to the human species.

When, in late 1994, an NIH panel recommended giving the green light to embryo
experimentation, First Things observed:

“We are confident that most people, to the extent that they are aware of the Panel’s
recommendation,
experience an immediate and strong revulsion. This is not to be dismissed as an
irrational reaction.
It signals a deep, intuitive awareness of lines that must not be crossed if we are to
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maintain our sometimes fragile hold upon our own humanity.”
http://www.sdadefend.com/Abortion/Harvest-organs.pdf (Link:
http://www.sdadefend.com/Abortion/Harvest-organs.pdf)

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/07/10 11:51 AM

Tammy, your brochure should include at least one quote from AHS which clearly says they
abort fetuses for reasons you do not approve of. 

The brochure should also make it clear you do not condemn aborting fetuses for reasons you
do approve of. 

The brochure should also make it clear you are in agreement with the official SDA Church
guidelines on abortions. 

Otherwise, as is, your brochure amounts to nothing more than hate mail.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/09/10 02:40 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The brochure should also make it clear you are in agreement with the official SDA
Church guidelines on abortions. Otherwise, as is, your brochure amounts to
nothing more than hate mail.

Hate mail or love for the unborn? The founders of the Adventist Church were pro-life, while
we have made an 180 degrees turn and became pro-choice. Pro-choice means that we do
approve the killing of innocent unborn babies when they are unwanted for many reasons,
including the health exception. A woman is depressed as a result of an unplanned pregnancy
and bingo, another innocent human being is sacrificed on the altar of convenience. 

Jesus stated that our eternal destiny will be determined by the way we have treated “the least
of these.” Can you think of any other group of human beings more deserving of the “the least”
label?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/09/10 04:13 PM

The irony about "pro-life" is that all too often the "pro-life" stance only applies to the unborn.
Too many "pro-lifers" are quite happy to decrease the life-expectancy of their ideological
opponents or at least assassinate their reputation and life quality. 

If pro-life meant love for human life, I think it would be much better received.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/09/10 08:51 PM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: kland

Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The brochure should also make it clear you are in agreement with the
official SDA Church guidelines on abortions. Otherwise, as is, your
brochure amounts to nothing more than hate mail.

Hate mail or love for the unborn? The founders of the Adventist Church were pro-
life, while we have made an 180 degrees turn and became pro-choice. Pro-choice
means that we do approve the killing of innocent unborn babies when they are
unwanted for many reasons, including the health exception. A woman is
depressed as a result of an unplanned pregnancy and bingo, another innocent
human being is sacrificed on the altar of convenience. 

Jesus stated that our eternal destiny will be determined by the way we have
treated “the least of these.” Can you think of any other group of human beings
more deserving of the “the least” label?

Nic, I agree with you. However, do you agree with me that Tammy's brochure is
unnecessarily imbalanced? Or, do you feel it will effectively cause uninformed church
members to rally and insist AHS cease performing abortions for reason not approved by
people like Tammy?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/10/10 10:42 AM

Nic, do you see any reason why at least some of the reader's opinions could not be replaced
with facts?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:04 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The irony about "pro-life" is that all too often the "pro-life" stance only applies to the
unborn.

The aim of the pro-lifers I know is to restore a balance with respect to the moral value of
human life. If you have contrary evidence, then please, share it with us!

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Too many "pro-lifers" are quite happy to decrease the life-expectancy of their
ideological opponents or at least assassinate their reputation and life quality.

Can you provide us with some examples? I am on the pro-life side of the fence and I have
been the target of apathy, antagonism, and vicious verbal attacks. My sin? Trying to do
something on behalf of those who are weak and defenseless.

Quote:

If pro-life meant love for human life, I think it would be much better received.
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Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: Nic Samojluk

We all have a preference for a loving approach. Nevertheless, the Bible states that the
government does not carry a sword in vain. The duty of the government is to protect the lives
of all the human beings under its jurisdiction—including the unborn. 

If a criminal were on the verge of plunging a knife into an innocent child and a policemen
stood by alleging that the murderer had the right to exercise his free choice, what would you
do? Would you respond by saying, “I love both of you”?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:25 AM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Nic, I agree with you. However, do you agree with me that Tammy's brochure is
unnecessarily imbalanced?

How would you improve her brochure?

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Or, do you feel it will effectively cause uninformed church members to rally and
insist AHS cease performing abortions for reason not approved by people like
Tammy?

Asking the church to stop providing abortions to their patients is a tall order. Tammy does not
have the power to effect such an incredible transformation. Nevertheless, the Holy Spirit has
all the power of heaven at its disposal. 

The problem is that heaven does not force the will of individuals and organizations. There
must be a desire to correct what is directly in opposition to—not Tammy’s will—but rather
God’s will. My feeling is that Tammy is constantly searching for God’s will on this matter.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:32 AM

Originally Posted By: kland

Nic, do you see any reason why at least some of the reader's opinions could not be
replaced with facts?

Theoretically, every work of art is subject to improvement. Can you be more specific as to
what changes you would make? Which items would you remove and which facts would you
insert in their place? I suspect that Tammy is open to suggestions.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:57 AM

Originally Posted By: Daryl F

I just now clicked on the link and, just as I thought, it is a hot topic that should
concern us as a church, especially if this is still going on in our hospitals, etc.

A few years ago “Spectrum” published a report written by Gerald Winslow, a highly



Posted by: Mountain Man

respected LLU professor, which included the news that five of our hospitals were offering
elective abortion services to their patients. Elective means, of course, that there is nothing
wrong with the unborn baby; the reason for the killing of the baby is simply that the pregnant
woman does not want the baby: 

Quote:

In an article published by Spectrum entitled "Abortion Policies in Adventist
Hospitals" [22] Winslow reported the result of a 1988 survey analyzing the
practices of SDA hospitals located within the United States when dealing with
abortion. Out of 51 hospitals, only 26 responded to the questionnaire, which is
rather small to justify broad conclusions. Most of those that responded indicated
that that their rules permit therapeutic abortions only meaning when pregnancies
are the result of rape, incest, malformations, or serious threats to the life or health
of the pregnant woman. If other abortions are performed, they are done contrary to
the official hospital policies. 

Five of those hospitals indicated that elective abortions are permitted.
Evidently there was confusion in the mind of the respondents between the
meaning of therapeutic and elective abortions, which means that the survey results
might be questionable.

[22]Gerald R. Winslow, Abortion Policies in Adventist Hospitals Specttum 19/4
(May 1989): 47-50. Accessed from
http://www.spectrummagazine.org/spectrum/issue/vol_19_no_4_may_1989 (Link:
http://www.spectrummagazine.org/spectrum/issue/vol_19_no_4_may_1989) on 18
Oct. 2010.

http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=733 (Link: http://letsfocusonlife.com/?
page_id=733)

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 12:12 PM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Nic, I agree with you. However, do you agree with me that Tammy's
brochure is unnecessarily imbalanced?

How would you improve her brochure?

For the last 7 pages on this thread I have been recommending ways to improve it. Do you
agree with any of those ways? Or, do you feel the brochure, as is, will serve her intended
purpose?

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: Mountain Man

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Or, do you feel it will effectively cause uninformed church members to
rally and insist AHS cease performing abortions for reason not approved
by people like Tammy?

Asking the church to stop providing abortions to their patients is a tall order.
Tammy does not have the power to effect such an incredible transformation.
Nevertheless, the Holy Spirit has all the power of heaven at its disposal. 

The problem is that heaven does not force the will of individuals and organizations.
There must be a desire to correct what is directly in opposition to—not Tammy’s
will—but rather God’s will. My feeling is that Tammy is constantly searching for
God’s will on this matter. 

The Church and AHS are two separate, independent entities. The Church doesn't provide
health care, AHS does. The problem isn't with the Church, it's with AHS. do you agree?

If Tammy's brochure cannot cause church members to rally and insist AHS stop performing
abortions not approved by her, why is she bothering with writing a brochure?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 12:16 PM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: vastergotland

Originally Posted By: Daryl F

I just now clicked on the link and, just as I thought, it is a hot topic that
should concern us as a church, especially if this is still going on in our
hospitals, etc.

A few years ago “Spectrum” published a report written by Gerald Winslow, a
highly respected LLU professor, which included the news that five of our hospitals
were offering elective abortion services to their patients. Elective means, of course,
that there is nothing wrong with the unborn baby; the reason for the killing of the
baby is simply that the pregnant woman does not want the baby: 

Quote:

In an article published by Spectrum entitled "Abortion Policies in
Adventist Hospitals" [22] Winslow reported the result of a 1988 survey
analyzing the practices of SDA hospitals located within the United States
when dealing with abortion. Out of 51 hospitals, only 26 responded to
the questionnaire, which is rather small to justify broad conclusions.
Most of those that responded indicated that that their rules permit
therapeutic abortions only meaning when pregnancies are the result of
rape, incest, malformations, or serious threats to the life or health of the
pregnant woman. If other abortions are performed, they are done
contrary to the official hospital policies. 

Five of those hospitals indicated that elective abortions are
permitted. Evidently there was confusion in the mind of the respondents
between the meaning of therapeutic and elective abortions, which
means that the survey results might be questionable.

[22]Gerald R. Winslow, Abortion Policies in Adventist Hospitals
Specttum 19/4 (May 1989): 47-50. Accessed from
http://www.spectrummagazine.org/spectrum/issue/vol_19_no_4_may_198
(Link:
http://www.spectrummagazine.org/spectrum/issue/vol_19_no_4_may_198
on 18 Oct. 2010.

http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=733 (Link:
http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=733)

Tammy's brochure makes it seem like all AH are performing abortions for reasons not
approved by her.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 06:51 PM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The irony about "pro-life" is that all too often the "pro-life" stance only
applies to the unborn.

The aim of the pro-lifers I know is to restore a balance with respect to the moral
value of human life. If you have contrary evidence, then please, share it with us!

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Too many "pro-lifers" are quite happy to decrease the life-expectancy of
their ideological opponents or at least assassinate their reputation and
life quality.

Can you provide us with some examples? I am on the pro-life side of the fence and
I have been the target of apathy, antagonism, and vicious verbal attacks. My sin?
Trying to do something on behalf of those who are weak and defenseless.

Guess what, "pro-life" violence is common enough to have its own wikipedia page with
examples: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-abortion_violence#United_States

Quote:

Quote:

If pro-life meant love for human life, I think it would be much better
received.

We all have a preference for a loving approach. Nevertheless, the Bible states that
the government does not carry a sword in vain. The duty of the government is to
protect the lives of all the human beings under its jurisdiction—including the
unborn. 

If a criminal were on the verge of plunging a knife into an innocent child and a
policemen stood by alleging that the murderer had the right to exercise his free
choice, what would you do? Would you respond by saying, “I love both of you”?

The state carries its sword, and it also claims the exclusive right to do so. Public opinion
groups do not have neither legal nor biblical right to wield the sword.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:04 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The following link, from the tri-fold tract, may detract from its effectiveness.
“Question: There is noway you can justify or explain away the fact the sda hospitals
world wide preform abortions. …” 

Also, Pastor Don, the non-SDA, anti-SDA expert, directs his readers to an anti-SDA
website to support accusations and complaints against the church.



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Yes, if Tammy and Al decide to reprint the brochure, it would be very easy to delete said
paragraph and replace it with something from the Bible, from Ellen G. White writings, from
Adventist sources, or from reputable media publications. The web site said paragraph was
taken from is very critical of the Adventist Church, the Sabbath, and the role of Ellen White. 

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Also, the following claim borders on slander, "There are reports of SDA teen-agers
attending SDA Academies getting pregnant, and being taken quietly to SDA
hospitals for abortions."

We need to clarify that this was not included in Tammy’s brochure. It may sound as
slanderous, yet this was taken very likely from what Teresa Beem published on the topic,
which information was confirmed to me by personal Email. 

We need to remember that Beem was a member of the group of influential people who
studied the abortion issue back in 1988 at Loma Linda, California, which eventually resulted
in the current document entitled “Guidelines on Abortion.” 

The scholarly paper she wrote on this topic was included in the book published by David
Larson, the man in charge of the LLU Ethics Department. Her pro-life stand on abortion was
one of the factors which led her to leave the Adventist Church.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:29 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The tract should include the following official SDA statement:

SDA Link

A link, yes, but not the entire SDA statement about abortion. It would not fit inside the
brochure. If the “Guidelines on Abortion” are mentioned, there is a need to explain what those
guidelines mean for the unfortunate and innocent unborn babies. 

They represent a death decree for all the babies conceived under less than ideal
circumstances, including when a woman gets depressed as a result of an unexpected
pregnancy and her mental health is affected. 

This is why Gerald Winslow reported some years ago in an article published by “Spectrum”
that five of our hospitals were providing elective abortions to their patients. 

The more I read our guidelines on abortion—and I must have read them 15 or 20 times by
now—the more I realize that there is very little difference between the pro-choice and the pro-
abortion position on abortion. They seem to be the same enchilada with a different name.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:44 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Tammy, the tract is biased and lopsided. It assumes the SDA Church and the AHS
are one and the same. They're not. I agree with the official SDA guidelines spelled
out in the link above.

It may appear to be biased on the surface for someone who has not examined the issue from
what the Bible teaches. Killing innocent human beings is condemned in the Bible.

What would you say if the government were to say: “Stealing somebody else’s car is a
criminal act and must be penalized, unless said act was committed under the following
circumstances: 

The defendant lacked proper transportation, he was out of a job, he had an emergency, he
intended to return the vehicle after a month or two., and so on.” 

Would the stealing prohibition have any consolation for the owner of the stolen car? This
illustrates what we Adventists have done to the issue of abortion. The main difference is that
the life stolen from the aborted baby can never be restored to its rightful owner. 

If the Adventist Church cannot control what AHS does, then it should sever its official
connection with said organization. 

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/11/10 10:55 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Please explain why you aren't contradicting yourself. You, like the SDA Church, are
pro-choice when it comes to "rare cases".

I do no see any contradiction in what Tammy stated. Saving the life of the mother instead of
loosing two lives is still pro-life. 

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 09:10 AM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Please explain why you aren't contradicting yourself. You, like the SDA Church, are
pro-choice when it comes to "rare cases". Who would you recommend perform the
abortion?

Are you suggesting that because Tammy may allow for abortion in the exceptional and rare
case when an ectopic pregnancy, for example, will doom the life of both the mother and her
baby it follows that our hospitals should be allowed all other abortions like those resulting
from rape, incest, when the pregnant female is a minor, when the unexpected pregnancy
interferes with the educational plan of the woman and even when the woman is mentally
depressed and her mental health is affected?

If the church can be so lenient with the killing of innocent human beings, should not the
church also be liberal with those who steal, rape innocent women, and sexually abuse
innocent children? After all, a woman who has been raped can eventually, with God’s help,
heal from the terrible ordeal and lead an almost normal life, while an aborted baby will never
enjoy life again. 



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: vastergotland

Posted by: vastergotland

If someone steals my car, I can always buy another, but society is very strict about this; but
when dealing with the killing of innocent unborn children our church and society are very
liberal in their attitude towards this crime. We let the rapist live, but execute the innocent
unborn baby. Does this make moral and legal sense to you?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 09:19 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Interesting development of this thread. Do I detect a "the ends justify any means"
ethics at work?

Yes, I do. Read the book “What is a Person?” written by a renowned LLU Ethics
Department professor. He argues that it is morally acceptable to remove the organs of an
anencephalic while the baby is still breathing and kicking on the theory that anencephalics
lack a good portion of their brain. The aim is noble: saving the lives of other babies, but the
means morally deplorable, in my view. 

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:26 AM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Please explain why you aren't contradicting yourself. You, like the SDA
Church, are pro-choice when it comes to "rare cases". Who would you
recommend perform the abortion?

Are you suggesting that because Tammy may allow for abortion in the exceptional
and rare case when an ectopic pregnancy, for example, will doom the life of both
the mother and her baby it follows that our hospitals should be allowed all other
abortions like those resulting from rape, incest, when the pregnant female is a
minor, when the unexpected pregnancy interferes with the educational plan of the
woman and even when the woman is mentally depressed and her mental health is
affected?

Just wondering whether you really see no difference between a baby conceived through
incestious rape and a mother who suffers pregnancy depression?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:36 AM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Interesting development of this thread. Do I detect a "the ends justify any
means" ethics at work?

Yes, I do. Read the book “What is a Person?” written by a renowned LLU Ethics
Department professor. He argues that it is morally acceptable to remove the
organs of an anencephalic while the baby is still breathing and kicking on the
theory that anencephalics lack a good portion of their brain. The aim is noble:
saving the lives of other babies, but the means morally deplorable, in my view. 

In the Wikipedia article http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anencephaly (Link:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anencephaly) on Anencephaly, the following sentence can be
read: "A baby born with anencephaly is usually blind, deaf, unconscious, and unable to feel
pain. Although some individuals with anencephaly may be born with a main brain stem, the
lack of a functioning cerebrum permanently rules out the possibility of ever gaining
consciousness. Reflex actions such as breathing and responses to sound or touch occur."

What would be morally deplorable in my view, would be artificially keeping the individual with
this symptom alive for the sake of some principle. 

Also, if the inevitable death by such a birth where having a consciousness is ruled out before
the fetus is even one month old can save the life of a fully formed baby, insisting on two dead
babies (probably more since many different organs can reused from one dead individual)
where only one need to die, and then having the guts to call one-self "pro-life". 

How could you tell the parent of a baby with a defective heart "your son/daughter must die
because my principles prohibit me from taking the heart of this gravely underdeveloped infant
who will under any circumstance be dead within the month"?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:45 AM

Originally Posted By: kland

Making sure of the source of the photo is very important. Consider the photo of
moths evolutionists use to show changes from pollution. It has become a joke
now. Questioning the means does not dispute the ends. If someone reading it finds
out the photo isn't real, any links are anti-sda, or any of the quotes are bogus or
misrepresents or misconstrues the general conference policy, they will discount
the whole thing, the whole issue, and believe it's been fabricated.

Yes, the source of the picture may be a problem for an Adventist reading the brochure.
Perhaps someone should verify whether a saline abortion does in fact burn the skin of a baby
being aborted. If this is factual, a statement from an Adventist source could remedy the
problem, even if the picture is from a non-Adventist source. 

Originally Posted By: kland

I start reading and I see a bunch of anonymous quotes from one magazine.
Another flag goes up. Do you want an information brochure or a quote brochure?
People will be wondering why so many from one magazine?



The anonymous quotes problem can be remedied vey easily. I suspect that those quotes
were selected because they were published by one of the most serious official publications
of the church, “Ministry,” and because said magazine did allow for a lively debate on abortion
before the church adopted the liberal document entitled “Guidelines on Abortion.” Some of
those quotes could be replaced with a few from other Adventist sources. 

Would you and others be willing to contribute to the expense connected with the preparation
of a new brochure? Al and Tammy have very limited free time. Would you and others be
wiling to help them with this ask? My guess is that the research and the design of said
brochure must have required the investment of quite a bit of precious time. They need all the
encouragement and help they can secure for a noble project like this one.

I did distribute a good number of copies of said brochure in one of my Sabbath Schools
yesterday, and the reception surprised me, since I live in Loma Linda. Of course, the
“constructive” criticism may come later after they have read it. Nevertheless, one person who
started to read it right away while the class was in session, asked my opinion about the
source of the non-Adventist quote. Fortunately, I had checked said non-Adventist web site
that morning and suspected that it might create a problem for some people.

Originally Posted By: kland

The quotes are from several years ago. The quotes assume abortion happens at
SDA hospitals, but I don't see facts, just people complaining about it happening.

The age of those quotes can be explained by the fact that, following the publication of the
book “What is a Person” by Jim Walters, an ethics LLU professor, and the adoption of the
“Guidelines on Abortion” by our church, the abortion debate was dealt a mortal blow. Our
“Ministry” magazine no longer accepted comments about abortion, and other Adventist
publications decided to publish only comments favorable to the killing of innocent unborn
children. 

On several occasions I requested equal time to write in defense of the pro-life position on
abortion and I was consistently denied said privilege. This is precisely what prompted me to
sign up for a doctoral program in religion and to select the topic of abortion and the Adventist
Church as the topic of my research. 

I did get my degree, but I am still working on my effort to polish my dissertation which was
slightly affected by a computer crash and by an error in uploading it onto my Internet web
site. If you would like to read it and offer me some of your wise constructive criticisms, please
do so. Here is the link: http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=717 (Link:
http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=717)

As far as facts is concerned, here is a credible source:

Quote:



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Quote:

"What the documentary failed to include is that, according to a
Washington Post report, between 1975 and 1982 our Adventist
Washington Hospital terminated the lives of 1494 unborn infants through
their abortion services to their patients."

More: George Gainer, The Wisdom of Solomon? Spectrum 19/4 (May
1989): 38-46.

I wrote a letter to our WAH asking them whether they still perform abortions and how many.
This was almost a year ago and I am still waiting for a response. I have also written to the GC
and the GC Presidents—the former and the current one. They have no time nor desire to
question what our medical institutions are doing. They are busy making sure we worship the
Lord on the correct day of the week. For them the slaughter of the innocents and the direct
violation of the Sixth Commandment is a non issue. 

Quote:

I want facts. Some of the quotes refer to reports about Adventists hospitals
performing abortions, but where are these reports? What would make a big impact
would be to get statistics about how many are performed at which hospitals.
Something that can be backed up. But if you were to say that is kept hidden,
well.....

I Want facts too! It may take a concerted effort by a large number of Adventists before the
church would allow the release of those facts. I did post what Gerald Winslow, a renowned
LLU professor, wrote some years ago for “Spectrum” revealing the result of a survey
suggesting that five of our hospitals were performing elective abortions. Do you want me to
repeat said posting?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:53 AM

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

So, Tammy, you didnt respond to Mikes inquiry about the
appropriateness of seeking support from anti-SDA appologists? Surely
there are plenty of better ways to make the anti-abortion case than to
enlist those crusading against the church as such for support? 

It matters not to me, where information comes from. What matters is, is the
information correct? A friend we have met, who is a very active SDA in CA, has put
together more info than any other living person I know on this abortion subject.
Obviously, some of it comes from non-SDA sources, because sadly, the SDA's are
not going to squeal on themselves. 

It appears to me, that Ministry Magazine didn't counter what these people said -
they didn't say that these people were making up stories, that what they said was
not true....MM is an official magazine of the Church...if what these people said was
not true, then I'm sure they would have set the record straight. So why don't you
forget about who said it, that isn't the important part. the important part is - is it
true???? Are Seventh Day Adventist hospitals really doing abortions? That is the
issue I'm going to stick with...who said what, matters little....unless what they said
is not true.

Thanks, Tammy. Keep up the good work!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 12:10 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

Originally Posted By: kland

Tammy, this is a rare occurrence where what MM offers seems mostly
reasonable to me.

Hello Kland, I don't think we have spoken before....nice to meet you here...
Originally Posted By: kland

Vaster's comment about the ends justifying any means should be
considered, too. Making sure of the source of the photo is very important.
Consider the photo of moths evolutionists use to show changes from
pollution. It has become a joke now. Questioning the means does not
dispute the ends. If someone reading it finds out the photo isn't real, any
links are anti-sda, or any of the quotes are bogus or misrepresents or
misconstrues the general conference policy, they will discount the whole
thing, the whole issue, and believe it's been fabricated. That's not the
result you want to have happen, is it?

As I said in a previous post, we would NEVER intentionally post a picture that we
have any reason to question. As to anti-SDA links being attached...I don't think you
can talk about this subject and avoid that. Theresa Beam was on the board who
made the decision as to the stand the Church was going to take on this subject.
She was so upset by the stand the Church has taken officially, that she left the
SDA Church and has become a Catholic! I think that is terrible! How could one
leave the Church and become a Catholic is beyond me...but that is what she
did and she's very active so when you discuss this subject online you will come



did....and she s very active...so when you discuss this subject online, you will come
across her anti-SDA site. But, even though she has left the Church and become a
Catholic, does that change anything? Does that make it OK for the SDA Church
hospitals to do abortions? I don't think so....

Originally Posted By: kland

Here's my impressions for whatever you wish to consider them for:

I'm afraid I don't know much about abortion, but the photo makes me
question the legitimacy of it. I would think that an abortion that is
intended to get rid of the baby would not leave it looking whole and
clean. It also makes me wonder why someone is holding a rose near it.
It could happen due to non-normal circumstances of the situation. But, it
immediately makes me wonder if the photo is real in regards to abortion.
However, I may read further. (I searched and found other photos which
included it and showed one, maybe the same baby, which was bloody
and not looking so well)

There are different ways abortions are performed. This baby was not dis-
membered as in partial birth abortions....this baby was burned to death, with
saline.... I have not seen any pictures like this that were bloody... Could you please
provide me a link to that? I wouldn't be surprised if some blood was involved...even
in a normal birth, many times the baby comes out with blood on it. To me, the rose
is for two purposes...when someone dies, flowers are usually brought to the
funeral...and this baby is so small, the rose helps people to realize how little it is,
yet how perfectly it is formed.

Originally Posted By: kland

I notice the title font on the brochure makes me think of Halloween and
Witches. Is that what you want? So, already there are two things that are
going on in my head that is distracting from what you may be wishing to
convey.

The font didn't make us think of that at all, but I could see how you could come to
that conclusion. That was not our intention.

Originally Posted By: kland

I start reading and I see a bunch of anonymous quotes from one
magazine. Another flag goes up. Do you want an information brochure or
a quote brochure? People will be wondering why so many from one
magazine? Was there some article to generate the comments? What
did the article talk about? Do you suppose someone reading what other
readers have to say in some magazine will be impressed? I'm only one
person, but you've heard several objections to its content and that should
be a strong indication that a large percentage of your readers may think
the same. Is that what you want?

This is an official Church magazine - Ministry Magazine, that is why we chose this
magazine. If you go online to the magazine, the quotes are not anonymous...but
we decided not to put the names of the people in our brochure. So far, other than
people who want to make excuses for this taking place within the Church, no one
seems to have a problem with the quotes being anonymous. 

Originally Posted By: kland



g y y

The quotes are from several years ago. The quotes assume abortion
happens at SDA hospitals, but I don't see facts, just people complaining
about it happening. When I read advertising brochures in the mail and
see a bunch of quotes from people who say how great the product or
service is, I imagine them made up. It says nothing about how it'll work
for me. I want facts. Some of the quotes refer to reports about Adventists
hospitals performing abortions, but where are these reports? What
would make a big impact would be to get statistics about how many are
performed at which hospitals. Something that can be backed up. But if
you were to say that is kept hidden, well.....

There is not alot of room in a Tri-fold, Kland....we would like to have printed
something much bigger, but it costs alot more...the purpose of this brochure is not
to have ALL the info, but to shock people into searching out to see if what is said is
true or not. And then, when they find out it is true...what will they do about it? Is it
true that SDA hospitals perform abortions? 

Originally Posted By: kland

The last quote is from another source with a link. However, when you go
to the link, and as MM listed, the quote has been doctored. It has poor
punctuation, capitalization, wording, and misspelled words. The attitude
conveyed is from someone who is really mad and just spouting off.
Maybe English isn't their native language. But, should this quote be
chosen for your brochure? And, when one finds out it came off an anti-
sda site, another flag goes up.

This person is angry, and has every right to be angry. You should be angry too, if
this is true. We thought it right to leave the punctuation, capitalization, wording, etc.
just as the writer wrote it. Think about it, Kland....how can Sunday Church people
have much respect for the SDA Church...so what if we keep the Sabbath, if we are
killing babies?????? I personally know people who left the SDA Church for another
7th Day Church, because the Church is Pro-Choice.... 

Originally Posted By: kland

So, when I have all the things going on in my head, I don't know if
abortion is going on in SDA hospitals or not or has stopped since there
are no recent quotes. I would guess some is, but don't know how much
is.

You can either take the approach that no one wants to listen to you, or
you can take the approach that maybe, perhaps, there are some valid
concerns raised about your brochure and you should reconsider it if you
want to spread the word. It isn't about questioning whether it's happening
in our hospitals, whether anyone wants to lessen the guilt of the church,
or whether someone wants to finesse the truth that is happening. This is
about whether your brochure is going to accomplish your goals.

Maybe you have already printed them at great expense and not able to
redesign it. So now, you have to decide if the comments previously
raised are legitimate or not. If they are in any way legitimate, would you
send it out anyway because of the cost, or would decide it may do more
harm than good and defeat your purposes?

Like I said if people want to not see the truth they will find any excuse they can



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Like I said, if people want to not see the truth...they will find any excuse they can
with the brochure....we realize we cannot please everyone. The brochure is
reaching alot of people who are shocked to find that their Church, the one that
claims to be the only church on the earth that keeps ALL the commandments, is in
the abortion business... Yes, the Church is in the abortion business....if it was not,
it would take its name off of all the hospitals where abortions are performed. 

On our forum, a person recently posted this post:

Quote:

This may have already been said but I went to Club Adventist to see
what they are saying about abortion. Someone asked which SDA
hospitals do this and how many each year.

I worked at one of our hospitals and I can say with certainty the number
of abortions you will never find out because some are under the guise of
doing D&C's (Dilatation & Curettage) surgery which is a very simple
procedure. The reason I know this is because in my work I noticed a
woman was having this procedure done and that she was pregnant. I
alerted my Supervisor and he alerted the surgical team. They actually put
a halt to this surgery. This was 30 years ago. But if I hadn't of noticed
that she was pregnant, nothing would have been done.

Another time a young woman was coming in for this same procedure
(D&C) and the Anaethesologist who was a conservative SDA, went to
talk with her and let her know he could not be a part of her surgery and
why. This young woman actually changed her mind right there and later
was so thankful. I was friends with her mother who was also thankful her
prayers were answered through this Anaethesologist who wasn't afraid
to stand for right.

I do not believe it is possible to count how many abortions our hospitals
have done unless you have access to medical records. Unfortunately
some medical doctors are more than willing to falsify medical records
either for insurance purposes or for ethical reasons. 

This world is waxing old and I long for Jesus to come and put an end to
sin and death.

Excellent response. You have done something extraordinary. You are the first Adventist to
publish a brochure questioning the pro-choice/pro-abortion policy of the church. There is no
need for you to change anything, unless you feel that making some changes to the brochure
might increase its acceptance by a larger number of Adventists.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 12:34 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Wouldn't it make sense to include at least one official statement from AHS
verifying your accusation?
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How do you do that? The church is deaf to any suggestion that the current policy on abortion
is wrong! Those employed by the church refuse to allow any criticism of what the church is
doing. 

I have attempted for a couple of decades to say a word or two at least edgewise without
success, except for one article published by Adventist Today. 

A friend of mine asked our former pastor a few years ago why he never preached about
abortion, and this is what he said: “If I were to preach about abortion some of my members
would feel offended.”

Perhaps John the Baptist was foolish when he preached repentance and conversion. Think
about this: He could have kept his head on his shoulders had he adopted the style of some of
our modern Adventist preachers. 

This is why the Bible compared some of these preachers to dogs who refuse to bark. If you
expect Al and Tammy to act like many modern preachers you might be in for a big surprise!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 01:17 PM

Originally Posted By: Daryl F

As an accusation has been made, it would be appropriate to go to the source, the
SDA Church, to see if what Tammy has stated here is true, as the Bereans went to
the Bible to see if what Paul was saying was true.

Have you read our official “Guidelines on Abortion”? When you do, make sure you read it
several times. Read the lofty pro-life pronouncements and notice how they are voided and
nullified by the numerous exceptions which include all kinds of circumstances under which
abortion is morally justified: rape, incest, when the pregnant female is a minor and even
when the health of the woman is affected. 

Can you think of any circumstance when a woman faced with an unwanted pregnancy will be
free from a temporary mental depression? Add to this the fact that those guidelines are not
prescriptive, but rather suggestive, which allows for individual Adventist hospitals to draft their
own guidelines, and you will understand why Gerald Winslow, an LLU professor, reported
some years ago in “Spectrum” that five of our hospitals were offering elective abortion
services to their patients. 

Originally Posted By: Daryl F

Also, as we have a new General Conference President since the 2010 GC Session
in Atlanta, Georgia, USA, somebody here should ask him about this.

As I have already stated, I have done that. I have written to the General Conference, I have
written to the former president and to the current one. How long should I wait for a response?
A year, five years or till the Second Coming? On two occasions I have sent monetary
contributions for the pro-life program of the Adventist Church. My checks were returned by
my local church and by the GC each time with the following message: “The church does not
have a pro-life program.” 

How do we dare to claim to be pro-life if we do not have a pro-life program, if we justify nearly
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all kinds of abortions, if we allow some of our own hospitals to perform elective abortions,
and if we refuse to publish anything on behalf of the unborn? 

Some years ago our “Pacific Union Recorder” published an article in defense of the theory
that the unborn have no right to life until the baby takes the first breath. 

It was authored by a former religious liberty director of the church. I requested the privilege of
writing in defense of the pro-life position. My submission was sent back with the excuse that
this was a controversial subject. 

It was not controversial when the writer defended the right to kill innocent human beings, but
it became controversial the moment I decided to speak in defense of those who cannot
speak for themselves. 

If you need additional evidence, you need to read everything I have published in my own
website, http://letsfousonlife.com (Link: http://letsfousonlife.com), including my doctoral
dissertation which is online and deals with precisely his issue.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 01:32 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

I'm sure many of you know Kevin Paulson, he is an Adventist Pastor in NY. He
wrote a paper on the abortion issue. Here is a paragraph from his paper (he, as a
Pastor, is Pro-Choice!).

Quote:

Regarding the performing of abortions in Adventist hospitals, perhaps it
would be wise to avoid this as much as possible. Even if the practice
can't be condemned on inspired grounds, it can place a needless
stumbling block before the weak in faith (I Cor. 8:9). The church might be
wise to return to its more restrictive earlier policies on this matter, which
limited abortions in our medical facilities to cases of rape, incest, mental
retardation, or danger to the mother's health or life. So long as abortion
services are available elsewhere, this would probably be best.

There isn't any doubt that abortions are being performed in the SDA
hospitals....and not just abortions that are done in "cases of rape, incest,
mental retardation, or danger to the mother's health or life."

Do you still think that abortions are not being done in SDA hospitals?

Here is another source for the article written by Kevin Paulson, our celebrated evangelist in
defense of abortion:

"Seventh-day Adventists and the Abortion Question" 
http://sdaforum.com/page247.html (Link: http://sdaforum.com/page247.html)

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 01:42 PM

Quote:

Is there a link to this article?
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Yes, here it is: 

"Seventh-day Adventists and the Abortion Question" 

http://sdaforum.com/page247.html

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 01:58 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Tammy, you are also pro-choice in certain cases, and your brochure should make
this point clear.

Tammy is not pro-choice! Tammy believes that in case of an ectopic pregnancy, for example,
when both the baby and the mother are doomed to a certain death, then it is still pro-life to
save one life instead of loosing two. Am I wrong, Tammy?

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Your brochure should also provide proof that Adventist hospitals perform abortions
in cases you disprove of.

Please, read my previous comments about this!

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

I agree with Kevin Paulson.

You probably did not read Paulson’s entire article in defense of abortion. I did provide the link
in a couple of previous postings. Read also my brief response to Paulson argumens following
his article.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 02:16 PM

Originally Posted By: Daryl F
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As I read through the article, I decided to post here comments from Pastor Kevin
Paulson's article that are very relevant to the discussion and concerns in this
thread, beginning with this one:

Originally Posted By: Pastor Kevin Paulson's article on abortion

Many wonder why our church doesn't condemn abortion with the same
severity as other conservative Christian denominations. Many also
wonder why we refuse to join these same Christians in urging our
government to ban this procedure as the taking of innocent human life.

The words "with the same severity" tells me that the SDA Church does condemn
abortion to a degree. 

Am I correct, or am I wrong in this assumption?

Condemn and condone do end with the same tragic result: hundreds of dead babies, some
of them perfectly formed babies whose birth would interfere with the lifestyle of the pregnant
women. 

The action of some of our hospitals speaks louder than whatever claims we make to be on
the pro-life side of the issue. Jim Walters, an LLU ethics professor did admit that our church
is pro-choice instead of pro-life, a GC representative made the same admission in a
telephone conversation with Teresa Beem, one of the members of the group which drafted
our current “Guidelines on Abortion,” and a careful analysis of said official document is
evidence that our church is on the side of abortion.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 07:12 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted By: Pastor Kevin Paulson's article on abortion:

Regarding the performing of abortions in Adventist hospitals, perhaps it would be
wise to avoid this as much as possible. Even if the practice can't be condemned on
inspired grounds, it can place a needless stumbling block before the weak in faith
(I Cor. 8:9).

The one weak in faith here is in fact Pastor Kevin Paulson. He is very strong on creation, but
incredibly weak on something the Bible condemns throughout its sacred pages: the shedding
of innocent blood. If you have any doubt, get a concordance and look this up. Besides, the
Lord thought this was so important, he included it in the Decalogue. 

Quote:

Originally Posted By: Pastor Kevin Paulson's article on abortion:

The church might be wise to return to its more restrictive earlier policies on this
matter, which limited abortions in our medical facilities to cases of rape, incest,
mental retardation, or danger to the mother's health or life.
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He thinks this liberal policy described by him is restrictive? The only case of a restrictive
nature is when the life of the pregnant woman is in serious jeopardy, such as when an
ectopic pregnancy dooms both the baby and the mother to a certain death. But rape and
incest? If we let the rapist live, what gives us the right to punish the innocent baby with
death? 

Mental retardation? Isn’t this what people did in Old Testament times? They burned their
unwanted children on the altar of their god Moloch. Didn’t Hitler did the same with the weak,
the handicapped, the war veteran amputees, and the unproductive members of society? Is
this what we want to defend? 

The mother’s health? How about the baby’s health and life? An unwanted pregnancy causes
temporary mental depression and the health of the woman is affected. Is this a good reason
to dismember the body of an innocent baby? 

After delivery, the mental depression will likely be over. Compare this with the permanent and
irreversible effects of abortion. Can the baby recover from the abortion ordeal? The baby can
be given for adoption if it is unwanted.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 08:35 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

"Abortion should be performed only for the most serious reasons." "Abortions for
reasons of birth control, gender selection, or convenience are not condoned by the
Church."

You selected a seemingly pro-life statement from our official “Guidelines on Abortion”
document. Now look at some of the things that follow:

Quote:

Women, at times however, may face exceptional circumstances that present
serious moral or medical dilemmas, such as significant threats to the pregnant
woman's life, serious jeopardy to her health, severe congenital defects carefully
diagnosed in the fetus, and pregnancy resulting from rape or incest.

Dilemma? There is no dilemma in the Scripture's prohibition against shedding the blood of
innocent human beings. Besides, the NIV translation of the Bible reads: “You shall not
murder.” The dictionary defines murder as the killing of an innocent individual. Abortion is a
dilemma for those addicted to the killing of innocent babies. 

Woman’s health? How about the baby’s health, and the baby’s life? Should both be
sacrificed because the baby is unwanted? 

Congenital defects? Ask the handicapped: Would they prefer to be dead? Experts tell us that
the incidence of suicide among the handicapped is rather low. Even the mentally retarded
seem to enjoy life! Hitler killed the handicapped. Should we? 

Rape and incest? Does justice demand punishment for the guilty or the innocent? How come
we kill the innocent but let the rapist live?



Quote:

The final decision whether to terminate the pregnancy or not should be made by
the pregnant woman

This represents a dereliction of duty by the government. How can society allow a mentally
depressed woman make the right decision involving a life and death issue? Murderers have
more protection than the unborn. When a jury of 12 rules on behalf of a death penalty there is
an automatic appeal. 

In contrast, society lets a mentally depressed woman rule on the death of an innocent child
and boom, the baby is dismembered without any appeal to a greater authority. Has society
gone nuts?

Quote:

6) Church institutions should be provided with guidelines for developing their own
institutional policies in harmony with this statement.

How come some of our hospitals have decided to go way beyond these liberal abortion
policies and opted to offer even elective abortions to their patients without any repercussions
from the church? 

What good do these seemingly “pro-life” statements do to the innocent babies if our actions
speak louder than our words?

Quote:

9) God gives humanity the freedom of choice, even if it leads to abuse and tragic
consequences.

This nice sounding “freedom of choice” phrase means in fact “freedom to kill an innocent
human being.” Freedom implies responsibility. I am free to shoot at the president, but if I
make such an evil choice, I may end in jail or the electric chair. 

Quote:

His unwillingness to coerce human obedience necessitated the sacrifice of His
Son.

Did Jesus give his life to grant us the freedom to kill innocent human beings with impunity? If
yes, then perhaps he also did so to grant us the freedom to rape, to steal, and to sexually
abuse little children. 

King David was free to sin with Bathsheba, but look at the terrible consequences of his
“freedom to choose.” Adam and Eve were free to eat of the forbidden fruit and we are still
suffering the consequences of their wrong choice.
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Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 08:47 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The SDA Church does not perform abortions. AHS does.

What does the AHS stand for? Doesn’t it stand for “Adventist Health System”? How come we
allow our Adventist name to be used by the AHS? Our church have in the past sued
organizations bearing our Adventist name and prevailed; and those organizations were not
killing innocent human beings!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 09:38 PM

Originally Posted By: Daryl F

Have you considered sending an open e-mail to the still relatively new GC
President, Elder Ted Wilson about this, as was similarly done by David Asscherick
over the evolution issue at La Sierra University?

If Tammy, and you, and a large number of Adventists were to write to Ted Wilson, perhaps
he would respond to some of them. I did write to Ted Wilson and to Jan Paulsen, and to the
GC. All I have received so far is absolute silence. Of course, my name is not David
Asscherick. Do you think that I should alter my name to David Asscherick? I am almost ready
to do anything to be heard about this issue!

Let’s not forget that it took more than just a letter to get the GC to listen. Hundreds of
comments from Adventists had been circulating through the Internet. It was not a single bullet
fired by a man which was heard around the world. Remember the incessant effort of Sean
Pitman and the web site created by Shane Hilde. 

It was the result of a concerted community effort plus the prayers of many Adventists which
led to the clear response from the General Conference. I do not see yet something similar
taking place regarding the issue of abortion. 

Al and Tammy have lit the fire; it is our duty to keep this fire burning. A tepid response by us
will not do the trick! Besides, let’s remember that there is more money in abortion than in the
teaching of evolution!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:00 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Tammy, I hope you are more kind and loving in person than you sound in print
here. You come across as harsh and hateful, bitter and baleful. Which seems out
of place for someone who apparently is so concerned for life and the living.

Is it possible that you are looking at yourself in the mirror and are seeing your own reflection
there thinking that you are looking at Tammy? I see in your reaction the kind of person you
think Tammy is. 

I hope you reconsider the strong words you have hurled at someone whose only sin is
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coming in defense of the most vulnerable members of humanity--the unborn. If you do this, I
will take back what I am saying now. 

Remember what Jesus said about those who dare to offend the little ones. I don’t want to
even repeat Jesus’ words here for fear of offending those in the pro-choice/pro-abortion
camp. 

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:08 PM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Lots daughters raped their father and the children that were born became heads of
tribes that caused all kinds of trouble and sorrow for Israel..

True, and Ishmael was born of adultery, but the Lord intervened to save the life of Hagar and
his child when they were on the verge of dying of thirst. Yet, you seem to be willing to let the
modern Ishmaels be aborted. Do you see the contrast between your attitude and that of God?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:29 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

By the way....the letter to President Wilson was written and sent to him in
August....and so far, NO RESPONSE. Not a good sign....

We are discussing this issue on another forum, and someone posted the following:

Originally Posted By: Robert Parker

Last night (12/5/2010) we had a special meeting and the speakers were
Colin Standish (President of Hartland College in America), and a young
Brazilian man. We spent half a day with them and had our evening meal
with them. During the meal, I asked Colin about the abortion issue. He
frowned and looked distressed. He says that it is an utter disgrace, and
while he was President of one of the denominations big colleges
(forgotten its name). He fought against this practice tooth and nail. He
got nowhere.

I told him about you and your brochure to make SDAs aware of what is
going on. He has never heard of you, but seemed to be in agreement
with your plan to circulate this brochure. He said that even he does not
know to the full extent that abortion is being practiced in our hospitals as
it covered up. It is murder pure and simple. Those responsible for it will
be held to account.

I'm very sure that Colin Standish is as appalled at Kevin Paulson's stand on
abortion as I am. Any true SDA would be.

Excellent! This reminds me of what an old friend of mine said regarding the practice of
abortion in other countries. He said: “While I was in charge of the Adventist Health work in
Africa, South America, and Europe, we did not allow abortions to be performed in the
hospitals under my care.” He is now retired and living in Germany.
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Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:36 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Otherwise, as is, your brochure amounts to nothing more than hate mail.

Some hate brochures which defend the unborn and people who speak on behalf of the
innocent. Others love both those brochures and unborn babies. In which of these two groups
are you? Jesus identified himself with the little ones; do you?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 10:57 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

For the last 7 pages on this thread I have been recommending ways to improve it.
Do you agree with any of those ways? Or, do you feel the brochure, as is, will serve
her intended purpose?

As I said before, any work of art has room for improvement. Nevertheless, it is the artist who
has to make a decision whether to please his critics. Your suggestion might be valid, but
unless Tammy is impressed with them, there is no use insisting that she rehash her work. 

Removing the non-Adventist source might help, and including a couple of facts might be
beneficial, provided Tammy is willing and able to invest the time and energy into making
some changes. 

How about congratulating her for what she has accomplished? One comment I received from
a person I shared the brochure with was: “Wow! That is an impressive design and the colors
so appropriate end effective.” 

How about sending a donation to her so that she will have the means to implement some of
your suggestions? Would you be willing to do that? Right now she needs a pat in the back
instead of pure criticism! She has done what no other Adventist has ever attempted. She
deserves an Oscar in my opinion!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 11:06 PM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

The Church and AHS are two separate, independent entities. The Church doesn't
provide health care, AHS does. The problem isn't with the Church, it's with AHS. do
you agree?

Yes, they are separate entities under the Adventist umbrella. The church is the one which
created the Adventist Health System. The church routinely sues organizations using the
Adventist legal name without authorization. If the AHS is misbehaving, the church should
sever its connection with said entity. 

There are many independent ministries which are sympathetic to Adventism, but are free to
do their own thing. If the AHS is determined to live by its own rules, they should be allowed to
go that route, independent from the Adventist Church.
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Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 11:17 PM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Guess what, "pro-life" violence is common enough to have its own wikipedia page
with examples: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-abortion_violence#United_States
(Link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-abortion_violence#United_States)

Those who commit violence and take the law in their own hands do not deserve the pro-life
name. Pro-lifers have condemned the actions of such people. Using violence in the name of
non-violence is a contradiction. 

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The state carries its sword, and it also claims the exclusive right to do so. Public
opinion groups do not have neither legal nor biblical right to wield the sword.

True, but individuals have the right and he duty to elect politicians who will speak and act on
their behalf. 

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 11:33 PM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Just wondering whether you really see no difference between a baby conceived
through incestious rape and a mother who suffers pregnancy depression?

Yes, I do. It is a moral choice between the temporary inconvenience of carrying an unwanted
baby for nine months and depriving an innocent human being of life on a permanent basis.
What weighs more on your moral scale? 

Besides, I see no wisdom in placing a woman who has been violated once with a flesh
instrument to be violated now with metal instruments by the abortionist and loading her with
a crime in which she is now a willing participant. 

It is easier to forget a crime committed by someone else than to forget a crime in which the
woman has played and active part.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/12/10 11:45 PM

Quote:

What would be morally deplorable in my view, would be artificially keeping the
individual with this symptom alive for the sake of some principle.

Did I suggest that society has an obligation to sustain the life of an anencephalic by artificial
means? Providing nourishment and water it the morally right thing to do, provided the baby
can swallow. 

Many years ago a cat we owned was shot by an angry neighbor and was dying of thirst and
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hunger. My wife spoonfed the poor animal and the cat survived. We could have killed it with a
fatal blow. We didn’t. We opted for mercy. 

Quote:

How could you tell the parent of a baby with a defective heart "your son/daughter
must die because my principles prohibit me from taking the heart of this gravely
underdeveloped infant who will under any circumstance be dead within the
month"?

I would tell them that I do not remove vital organs from a breathing and kicking human being.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/13/10 01:27 AM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk

Quote:

What would be morally deplorable in my view, would be artificially
keeping the individual with this symptom alive for the sake of some
principle.

Did I suggest that society has an obligation to sustain the life of an anencephalic
by artificial means? Providing nourishment and water it the morally right thing to
do, provided the baby can swallow. 

But if you feed it and one hair of your head falls into the open scull, you are causing man-
slaughter.

Quote:

Many years ago a cat we owned was shot by an angry neighbor and was dying of
thirst and hunger. My wife spoonfed the poor animal and the cat survived. We
could have killed it with a fatal blow. We didn’t. We opted for mercy. 

The difference between a cat with a gunshot wound or a baby with an uneven heartbeat and
an anencephalic baby is that the two former have the potential to live, if given treatment. The
later does not no matter what you do.

Quote:

Quote:

How could you tell the parent of a baby with a defective heart "your
son/daughter must die because my principles prohibit me from taking
the heart of this gravely underdeveloped infant who will under any
circumstance be dead within the month"?

I would tell them that I do not remove vital organs from a breathing and kicking
human being.

My guess on the ancephalic life expectancy was a huge overestimation. It should be between
hours and up to a couple of days. http://www.anencephalie-info.org/e/faq.php (Link:
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http://www.anencephalie-info.org/e/faq.php)
In most cases the doctor would have to be on standby at the room where the mother gives
birth to even have the option of operating on the ancephalic before it dies.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/13/10 01:31 AM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Lots daughters raped their father and the children that were born
became heads of tribes that caused all kinds of trouble and sorrow for
Israel..

True, and Ishmael was born of adultery, but the Lord intervened to save the life of
Hagar and his child when they were on the verge of dying of thirst. Yet, you seem
to be willing to let the modern Ishmaels be aborted. Do you see the contrast
between your attitude and that of God?

Ishmael was born within a marriage and both his mom and dad loved him. I have not said an
abortion would have been ok.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/13/10 09:48 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The difference between a cat with a gunshot wound or a baby with an uneven
heartbeat and an anencephalic baby is that the two former have the potential to
live, if given treatment. The later does not no matter what you do.

Can you accurately predict how long an anencephalic baby will live? Notice the following:

Quote:

Of these children. about 25% live 3-5 days, another 50% live up to 10 days, and the
remaining 25% live up to 15 days, with a rare few living months or years.

Some anencephalic babies are able to nurse or drink a bottle. There is a special
bottle made by Medela called a Haberman Feeder which can make it easier for a
baby who has a sucking motion but has difficulty swallowing to feed normally.

http://www.safemotherhood.org/anencephaly/index.html (Link:
http://www.safemotherhood.org/anencephaly/index.html)

If someone you love had a terminal disease, and the physician told you that said person
would live a week or a month, would you agree that his/her organs be removed while the
person is still breathing and alive? Is the mission of doctors to protect human life or to
terminate it? Can killing be placed on the same moral level as healing?

Many years ago my sister had a baby with a spina bifida malformation. The baby was
allowed to be born, she was loved, cared for, and when she died she was properly buried. I
am glad my sister did not choose to kill her own child simply because we knew hat her life
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would be short.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/13/10 10:03 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Ishmael was born within a marriage

Marriage? Was Hagar Abraham’s wife?

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

and both his mom and dad loved him.

You said the magic word: “love.” A lack of love is the one which leads to choose abortion. We
need to treat the unborn the way we would like to be treated. That is the Golden Rule. 

When the Golden Rule is applied, the abortion alternative is rejected. But when Gold Rules,
then innocent babies are disposed of for the sake of profit. This is what led the Adventist
Church into the abortion business. 

Read George Gainer’s report of how this started in Hawaii at our Castle Memorial Hospital.
That was a sad day when the church made the wrong choice to ignore one of God’s
Commandments and participate in this modern genocide.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/13/10 10:09 AM

Quote:

"The Wisdom of Solomon? by George Gainer 

Responding to David Larson's call for papers on abortion, George Gainer wrote a
pro-life document dealing with abortion entitled "The Wisdom of Solomon?" It was
presented at the "Abortion: Ethical Issues and Options" conference on abortion
held in Loma Linda on November 1988. The total number of documents presented
on said occasion was 36, but only sixteen of those were included in the book
edited by David Larson bearing the same title as the conference. Gainers
submission was not included, [33] but eventually Spectrum Magazine published an
abridged version of Gainer's article [34] in 1989. 

Gainer started his article with the story of a non-Adventist pastor and his wife who
were in search of a Christian physician and landed in the office of a Takoma Park,
Maryland, Seventh-day Adventist obstetrician who, after confirming the woman's
pregnancy, asked the couple: "Do you want this baby or do you want an abortion?"
The pastor and his wife looked at each other with shock and disbelief. They got up,
said "We are sorry. We must be in the wrong place!" and walked out. Responding
to a question from his audience in which he related this incidence, the pastor
made the following statement: "I am sorry to tell you that the Seventh-day
Adventists are aborting hundreds of babies in their hospitals." Six months later, a
Washington Adventist Hospital [WAH] nurse complained to Gainer: "Some doctors
treat us like their own private abortion clinic." 

This was confirmed by a Washington Post report claiming that 1494 abortions had



been performed between 1975 and 1982 at the WAH according to information
provided by the SDA hospital. The article was prompted by a pro-life manifestation
in front of the Sligo Church and the WAH. Gainer's investigation into the SDA
position on abortion revealed that a great step towards the liberalization of abortion
had taken place in Hawaii, following the repeal of the State's abortion laws in
1970. Castle Memorial Hospital [CMH], an SDA institution, had previously
performed therapeutic abortions when pregnancy was the result of rape, incest, or
when there was a threat to the physical or mental health of the patient. 

Shortly after the repeal of the abortion prohibition was passed by the State of
Hawaii, a man who had donated $25,000 for the construction of the hospital came
demanding that the hospital perform an elective abortion for his 16-year-old
daughter. He produced the copy of a brochure that read as follows: "This hospital
will be a full service hospital and will provide every service that is needed by the
residents of the community." The hospital administrator contacted the office of the
Pacific Union, and the query eventually reached the General Conference in
Washington. It was discovered that the SDA church had no official position on the
abortion issue, and the hospital decided to issue a temporary ruling allowing
elective abortions during the first trimester of pregnancy. 

Soon after the General Conference officers appointed a committee to study the
abortion issue, and on March 17, 1970, Neal C. Wilson, the President of the North
American Division made a public statement announcing that the church would
neither promote nor support the legalization of abortion, with the following
clarification: "Though we walk the fence, SDA's lean towards abortion rather than
against it. Because we realize we are confronted with big problems of hunger and
over-population, we do not oppose family planning and appropriate endeavors to
control population." [35] On May of the same year the General Conference officers
approved the "Suggestive Guidelines for Therapeutic Abortions," but the plan to
submit this to a vote by the 1970 General Conference session was dropped. 

Some felt that the guidelines were not liberal enough, and thought that the right
solution was to allow SDA hospitals to provide abortion on demand. The pressure
came from half a dozen non-Adventists CMH physicians, and the hospital
administrator feared that those doctors would likely take their patients to other
competing hospitals in the event they were not allowed to perform said abortions
on demand at CMH, which would mean a loss of revenue for CMH. He also felt
that the SDA hospital should align their policies with the wishes of the community--
which had contributed approximately one million dollars to the hospital--and the
laws of the state. 

He had one problem, though: the rest of the doctors at the hospital were opposed
to the liberalization of the abortion policies, for which reason he finally appealed to
the General Conference requesting for a ruling on the matter. Several committees
studied the problem and much confusion ensued. The result was that during the
rest of 1970 and 1971 two divergent versions of the guidelines on abortion were
circulating, and each hospital was allowed to interpret those guidelines at wish,
which allowed CMH to offer abortion on demand. 

The stricter version of the guidelines was used for public consumption, and the
liberalized version for the use of the SDA hospitals. "Not until 1986 did any church
publication print for church members the more permissive 1971 guidelines." 

Source: http://sdaforum.com/page107.html (Link:
http://sdaforum com/page107 html)



Posted by: vastergotland

http://sdaforum.com/page107.html)

Quote:

When I first heard and then confirmed that the hospitals of the Adventist Health
System in North America were performing hundreds of abortions each year, my
response was stunned disbelief. I was certain that the hospitals and physicians
involved must be acting outside General Conference policy guidelines. I was
wrong. Criterion No. five of the 1971 guidelines states that abortion is acceptable
when for some reason the requirements of functional human life demand the
sacrifice of the lesser potential human life. Criterion No. fives some reason not only
rendered superfluous the first four guidelines, and the principles on which they are
based, but it tragically opened the door to elective abortion (i.e., on demand) in
Adventist hospitals two years before the United States Supreme Court Roe v.
Wade decision. The time has come to change the guidelines.[74] 

[74] George Gainer, Letters Ministry (May 1988): 27. Accessed from
http://ministrymagazine.org/archive/1988/May (Link:
http://ministrymagazine.org/archive/1988/May) on 17 Oct. 2010.

http://letsfocusonlife.com/?page_id=729 (Link: http://letsfocusonlife.com/?
page_id=729)

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/13/10 05:12 PM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Ishmael was born within a marriage

Marriage? Was Hagar Abraham’s wife?

Genesis 16:3
So after Abram had been living in Canaan ten years, Sarai his wife took her Egyptian slave
Hagar and gave her to her husband to be his wife.

Quote:



Posted by: vastergotland

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

and both his mom and dad loved him.

You said the magic word: “love.” A lack of love is the one which leads to choose
abortion. We need to treat the unborn the way we would like to be treated. That is
the Golden Rule. 

When the Golden Rule is applied, the abortion alternative is rejected. But when
Gold Rules, then innocent babies are disposed of for the sake of profit. This is
what led the Adventist Church into the abortion business. 

Read George Gainer’s report of how this started in Hawaii at our Castle Memorial
Hospital. That was a sad day when the church made the wrong choice to ignore
one of God’s Commandments and participate in this modern genocide.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/13/10 05:25 PM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The difference between a cat with a gunshot wound or a baby with an
uneven heartbeat and an anencephalic baby is that the two former have
the potential to live, if given treatment. The later does not no matter what
you do.

Can you accurately predict how long an anencephalic baby will live? Notice the
following:

Quote:

Of these children. about 25% live 3-5 days, another 50% live up to 10
days, and the remaining 25% live up to 15 days, with a rare few living
months or years.

Some anencephalic babies are able to nurse or drink a bottle. There is a
special bottle made by Medela called a Haberman Feeder which can
make it easier for a baby who has a sucking motion but has difficulty
swallowing to feed normally.

http://www.safemotherhood.org/anencephaly/index.html (Link:
http://www.safemotherhood.org/anencephaly/index.html)

If someone you love had a terminal disease, and the physician told you that said
person would live a week or a month, would you agree that his/her organs be
removed while the person is still breathing and alive? Is the mission of doctors to
protect human life or to terminate it? Can killing be placed on the same moral level
as healing?

That very much depends on what terminal disease it is, does it not? If the doctors tell me that
my loved one suffers for instance a cancer in the blood which will soon kill him/her, this is a
different situation to the one where the doctor tell me that my loved one has a disease which
has permanently disabled all higher brain activity and which will soon finish by shutting down
the reflexive brain activity as well. In the first case it is a question of spending the last month
together with the loved one, and in the second a case of spending a last month with the loved
ones living corpse..

Quote:

Many years ago my sister had a baby with a spina bifida malformation. The baby
was allowed to be born, she was loved, cared for, and when she died she was
properly buried. I am glad my sister did not choose to kill her own child simply
because we knew hat her life would be short. 

http://www.ninds.nih.gov/disorders/spina_bifida/detail_spina_bifida.htm (Link:
http://www.ninds.nih.gov/disorders/spina_bifida/detail_spina_bifida.htm)
Apparently there are 4 different forms of this malformation, the three first which to varying
degrees may leave the person with few or no symptoms. The most severe of them leaves the
person paralysed downstream from the place of the malformation. This obviously is a very
different situation from the one where the major part of the brain is lacking altogether.



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: Mountain Man

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/14/10 09:04 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

In the first case it is a question of spending the last month together with the loved
one, and in the second a case of spending a last month with the loved ones living
corpse..

If the person is a living corpse why is it that physicians do not issue a death certificate for
anencephalic? If they did, would a loving parent agree to have an anencephalic buried while
the baby is still breathing and kicking? If not, then why allowing it to be killed by the removal
of vital organs while the baby is still alive?

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Apparently there are 4 different forms of this malformation, the three first which to
varying degrees may leave the person with few or no symptoms. The most severe
of them leaves the person paralysed downstream from the place of the
malformation. This obviously is a very different situation from the one where the
major part of the brain is lacking altogether.

Do you know of any doctor who can predict with 100 percent accuracy the degree of
malformation present in an unborn baby. I have read of several cases where the prognosis
was that the baby would be born and live like a vegetal and the baby turned to be normal.
Should we play God with the lives of human beings?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/14/10 11:15 AM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: vastergotland

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

For the last 7 pages on this thread I have been recommending ways to
improve it. Do you agree with any of those ways? Or, do you feel the
brochure, as is, will serve her intended purpose?

As I said before, any work of art has room for improvement. Nevertheless, it is the
artist who has to make a decision whether to please his critics. Your suggestion
might be valid, but unless Tammy is impressed with them, there is no use insisting
that she rehash her work. 

Removing the non-Adventist source might help, and including a couple of facts
might be beneficial, provided Tammy is willing and able to invest the time and
energy into making some changes. 

How about congratulating her for what she has accomplished? One comment I
received from a person I shared the brochure with was: “Wow! That is an
impressive design and the colors so appropriate end effective.” 

How about sending a donation to her so that she will have the means to implement
some of your suggestions? Would you be willing to do that? Right now she needs
a pat in the back instead of pure criticism! She has done what no other Adventist
has ever attempted. She deserves an Oscar in my opinion!

Nic, I'm not sure how your response addressed my questions? Would you mind listing my
suggestions and naming which ones you agree with?

PS - I might be willing to support her brochure if she included my suggestions. As is, her
brochure is imbalanced.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/14/10 11:41 AM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

In the first case it is a question of spending the last month together with
the loved one, and in the second a case of spending a last month with
the loved ones living corpse..

If the person is a living corpse why is it that physicians do not issue a death
certificate for anencephalic? If they did, would a loving parent agree to have an
anencephalic buried while the baby is still breathing and kicking? If not, then why
allowing it to be killed by the removal of vital organs while the baby is still alive?

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Apparently there are 4 different forms of this malformation, the three first
which to varying degrees may leave the person with few or no
symptoms. The most severe of them leaves the person paralysed
downstream from the place of the malformation. This obviously is a very
different situation from the one where the major part of the brain is
lacking altogether.

Do you know of any doctor who can predict with 100 percent accuracy the degree
of malformation present in an unborn baby. I have read of several cases where the
prognosis was that the baby would be born and live like a vegetal and the baby
turned to be normal. Should we play God with the lives of human beings?

There was a picture of an ultrasound of an ancephalic baby in one of the webpages. It did
look to me to be quite obvious that the head had stopped growing above the eyes.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/15/10 08:20 AM

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Nic, I'm not sure how your response addressed my questions? Would you mind
listing my suggestions and naming which ones you agree with?.

I did answer you question, but evidently you didn’t like it. Since the brochure was designed
and published by Tammy and her husband Al, you need to direct all your suggestions to
them. 

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

PS - I might be willing to support her brochure if she included my suggestions. As
is, her brochure is imbalanced

This is an interesting offer. It should be directed at Tammy and Al; they might be interested,
depending on the size on your financial contribution and how many of those changes you
suggested they might be willing to implement. I don’t know whether Tammy is still following
this thread. You might consider sending her a private message, or contacting her by regular
mail or telephone. This information is listed on the brochure.



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: Rosangela

Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: vastergotland

Posted by: Mountain Man

Posted by: Rosangela

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/15/10 08:32 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

There was a picture of an ultrasound of an ancephalic baby in one of the
webpages. It did look to me to be quite obvious that the head had stopped growing
above the eyes.

Yes, I have seen similar pictures.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/15/10 12:47 PM

People with brain stem death are kept artificially alive until their organs are removed. The
same was done with anencephalic babies. Nothing less, nothing more.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/16/10 08:43 AM

Originally Posted By: Rosangela

People with brain stem death are kept artificially alive until their organs are
removed. The same was done with anencephalic babies. Nothing less, nothing
more.

Keeping anencephalic babies alive until the need arises for human organs does not negate
the fact that the organs are removed while the baby is still breathing and alive.

Removing the organs from a living human being is a controversial moral action opposed by
pro-lifers. It violates the long held definition of death based on cessation of breathing. 

The new definition is inconsistent because these new morality ethicists try to make us
believe that the anencephalic is dead but they admit that the baby must be kept alive until the
moment the organs are removed. How can a baby be dead and alive at the same time?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/16/10 09:23 AM

Perhaps by assuming that man is body and soul united, and that a soul lacking body or a
body lacking soul is no longer a living human?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/16/10 05:44 PM

Nic, I must say your answers to my questions were so obscure I could not discern them. I
understand you are content with your answers. You seem to think Tammy's brochure is
perfectly suitable. Or, did I misunderstand you?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/16/10 08:45 PM

Quote:

Keeping anencephalic babies alive until the need arises for human organs does
not negate the fact that the organs are removed while the baby is still breathing
and alive.

This is done with adult patients, too.



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Posted by: vastergotland

Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Posted by: Mountain Man

Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Quote:

Removing the organs from a living human being is a controversial moral action
opposed by pro-lifers. It violates the long held definition of death based on
cessation of breathing.

So I understand you are against organ donation in general. This doesn't have anything to do
with anencephalic babies.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/17/10 09:29 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Perhaps by assuming that man is body and soul united, and that a soul lacking
body or a body lacking soul is no longer a living human?

Does this mean that when a person is asleep or temporarily in a comma state it is morally
acceptable to take his/her life? If an anencephalic is in fact dead, then how come physician
are talking about the need to keep the baby alive until the need for human organs arises. Do
you see a contradiction here?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/17/10 10:35 AM

Do you lose your soul every time when you sleep? Where does it go in the meanwhile?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/17/10 08:02 PM

We just printed another 5000 Abortion tracts...but we took off the line on the front cover that
says, "but what the Church would prefer you didn't know..."

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/18/10 11:44 AM

Tammy, thank you for editing the brochure. That's a step in the right direction.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/19/10 10:25 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Do you lose your soul every time when you sleep? Where does it go in the
meanwhile?

Here is a description of God’s attitude and treatment of those who are weak and about to die.

Quote:

A bruised reed he will not break, and a smoldering wick he will not snuff out. In
faithfulness he will bring forth justice; [Is. 42:3]

The main argument of those engaged in the transplantation program is: anencephalic babies
are going to die anyhow. So let’s remove their vital organs while they are still alive and use
them to save the lives of other babies. The question is: 

Who owns the vital organs of anencephalic babies: Is it the mother, or rather the baby? I



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

believe that those vital organs belong to the baby, and nobody has the moral right to remove
them while the baby is still alive. 

Here is the story of a woman who was told by her physicians that her baby would probably
die soon after birth. She refused to believe that prediction, and the baby lived for three
months, which the mother treasured and now is sharing her experience with others. I suggest
that you read this and look at the dozens and dozens of pictures she posted there. 

Quote:

At my 19-week ultrasound, I was told that something was wrong with my baby's
head. The doctor said that my baby had no brain. I'm sure most people wouldn't
have even considered her to be alive. I was told that I could safely continue my
pregnancy and allow her to die naturally, or I could induce labour and terminate the
pregnancy. 

I chose to carry my baby to term for one simple reason: love. In my eyes there was
no decision to be made. I had nothing but love and high hopes for her, and I named
her Faith Hope. I cherished every moment of the pregnancy, and for five months
we hoped and prayed. 

Then to everyone's surprise, we were blessed with 3 months and 4 days with Faith
before she went to Heaven. She was the sweetest little girl... so beautiful and so
full of life. I feel so blessed to be her mother. http://babyfaithhope.blogspot.com/
(Link: http://babyfaithhope.blogspot.com/)

After reading the whole story and looking at the pictures, do you agree with the doctor’s
argument that such babies are in fact dead? Pictures don’t lie!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/19/10 10:49 AM

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

We just printed another 5000 Abortion tracts...but we took off the line on the front
cover that says, "but what the Church would prefer you didn't know..."

Yesterday I distributed another batch of these brochures. Most recipients were very kind, with
two exceptions. One of them was a woman who had an abortion when she was young. She
refused to accept the brochure and told me that I was doing the work of the devil. 

The other individual is an influential member of the Loma Linda University. He had a fierce
look on his face and asked me whether I had a permit from the university to distribute said
material. I responded that I did not need a permit for this. 

He challenged me on this, and I said: “You probably have no idea of the kind of material that
is being distributed in some of our Sabbath Schools here—I had the Darwinian material in
mind--and you question a material designed in defense of the Sixth Commandment?” 

We parted. He went to one Sabbath School, and I to another. I wouldn’t be surprised if one of
these days he might send a security man to remove me from the university premises or
follow up on his threatening look some other way. 



Posted by: Mountain Man

Posted by: vastergotland

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/19/10 02:01 PM

Nic, I'm sorry you had a bad experience at church.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/19/10 05:01 PM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Do you lose your soul every time when you sleep? Where does it go in
the meanwhile?

Here is a description of God’s attitude and treatment of those who are weak and
about to die. 

Quote:

A bruised reed he will not break, and a smoldering wick he will not snuff
out. In faithfulness he will bring forth justice; [Is. 42:3]

I doubt the "weak and about to die" are the main meaning of this verse, but ok, they are likely
included.

Quote:

The main argument of those engaged in the transplantation program is:
anencephalic babies are going to die anyhow. So let’s remove their vital organs
while they are still alive and use them to save the lives of other babies. The
question is: 

Who owns the vital organs of anencephalic babies: Is it the mother, or rather the
baby? I believe that those vital organs belong to the baby, and nobody has the
moral right to remove them while the baby is still alive. 

We normally demand some level of consciousness before we allow rights of ownership to
people. For many things even a developed consciousness with reaching an age of
accountability. A person who has entered coma is no longer his own master of his own body.
His family members will decide how long the treatments will continue.

Quote:

Here is the story of a woman who was told by her physicians that her baby would
probably die soon after birth. She refused to believe that prediction, and the baby
lived for three months, which the mother treasured and now is sharing her
experience with others. I suggest that you read this and look at the dozens and
dozens of pictures she posted there. 

It was her choice and right to do this. Just as it is another mothers right and choice to reach
the opposite conclusion. I guess that is why one side of the argument is called pro-choice, it
says a mother can either birth and care for such a baby or not do so.

Quote:



Posted by: Tammy Roesch

Quote:

At my 19-week ultrasound, I was told that something was wrong with my
baby's head. The doctor said that my baby had no brain. I'm sure most
people wouldn't have even considered her to be alive. I was told that I
could safely continue my pregnancy and allow her to die naturally, or I
could induce labour and terminate the pregnancy. 

I chose to carry my baby to term for one simple reason: love. In my eyes
there was no decision to be made. I had nothing but love and high hopes
for her, and I named her Faith Hope. I cherished every moment of the
pregnancy, and for five months we hoped and prayed. 

Then to everyone's surprise, we were blessed with 3 months and 4 days
with Faith before she went to Heaven. She was the sweetest little girl...
so beautiful and so full of life. I feel so blessed to be her mother.
http://babyfaithhope.blogspot.com/ (Link:
http://babyfaithhope.blogspot.com/)

After reading the whole story and looking at the pictures, do you agree with the
doctor’s argument that such babies are in fact dead? Pictures don’t lie!

Not dead, life has more facets than light split by a well cut diamond. 

The mother said her baby is now in Heaven after living for 3 months and 4 days. I wonder,
would the baby not be in Heaven if it had died earlier, or perhaps if it had been aborted?

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/20/10 05:43 AM

Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

We just printed another 5000 Abortion tracts...but we took off the line on
the front cover that says, "but what the Church would prefer you didn't
know..."

Yesterday I distributed another batch of these brochures. Most recipients were very
kind, with two exceptions. One of them was a woman who had an abortion when
she was young. She refused to accept the brochure and told me that I was doing
the work of the devil. 

The other individual is an influential member of the Loma Linda University. He had
a fierce look on his face and asked me whether I had a permit from the university
to distribute said material. I responded that I did not need a permit for this. 

He challenged me on this, and I said: “You probably have no idea of the kind of
material that is being distributed in some of our Sabbath Schools here—I had the
Darwinian material in mind--and you question a material designed in defense of
the Sixth Commandment?” 

We parted. He went to one Sabbath School, and I to another. I wouldn’t be
surprised if one of these days he might send a security man to remove me from the
university premises or follow up on his threatening look some other way. 

Yes, I don't doubt that that will happen to me, too, Nic. What does the Bible say?
Quote:

But when they persecute you in this city, flee ye into another... Matthew 10:23.

I just received an email from someone else who passed some out at their church this past
Sabbath, too.... The head elder (large, influential church)was NOT happy, asked her to NOT
pass out any more...said that it might cause the people to become angry with the
leadership.... He admitted he had known about the abortions being done for a long time, and
he doesn't like it, but he thinks the ONLY right thing to do is to pray about it.... He told her that
Wilson will be coming to visit their church in the near future and asked her NOT to ask
Wilson about this abortion issue...because "there are other more important things on his
mind." He says Wilson knows all about the abortions taking place in the hospitals...

I told her she should be like Peter....and go right back there and pass out more fliers....and try
to wake the people up. It is ONLY by waking up enough people, that anything will EVER
change.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/20/10 09:22 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

We normally demand some level of consciousness before we allow rights of
ownership to people. For many things even a developed consciousness with
reaching an age of accountability. A person who has entered coma is no longer his
own master of his own body. His family members will decide how long the
treatments will continue.



Posted by: Nic Samojluk

There is a fundamental difference between heroic treatments like connecting a patient to a
machine and providing nourishment which the patient can swallow. We should not confuse
ordinary care with extraordinary ones. Neither should we equate ordinary care with removing
vital organs from a patient who is still breathing and alive. 

We do not purposely kill a comatose patient in order to dispose of his assets. Even the Bible
teaches that the inheritance is distributed after the death of the owner and not while person is
still alive. 

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

It was her choice and right to do this. Just as it is another mothers right and choice
to reach the opposite conclusion. I guess that is why one side of the argument is
called pro-choice, it says a mother can either birth and care for such a baby or not
do so.

The right to choose to take the life of an innocent human being is not in the Bible. Executing
a criminal is understandable under certain circumstances, but the murder of innocent
individuals is condemned in Scripture. 

The worse criminals are granted more protection than the unborn who are guilty of no crime.
When a death penalty is imposed against a murderer, there is an immediate appeal, and the
guilty may continue to live a couple of decades before the death decree is carried out. 

Contrast this with the treatment the unborn gets. A depressed and mentally unbalanced
woman faced with an unwanted pregnancy says: “I don’t want this baby,” and the baby is
immediately executed without the right for an appeal. 

If someone kills a wanted unborn baby, society determines that a human being has been
murdered; nevertheless, if the baby is unwanted, society declares that no crime has been
committed. Does this make moral sense to you? 

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The mother said her baby is now in Heaven after living for 3 months and 4 days. I
wonder, would the baby not be in Heaven if it had died earlier, or perhaps if it had
been aborted?

The point of the story has nothing to do with the doctrine of the immortality of the human soul
and the state of the dead.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/20/10 10:05 AM

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

I just received an email from someone else who passed some out at their church
this past Sabbath, too.... The head elder (large, influential church)was NOT happy,
asked her to NOT pass out any more...said that it might cause the people to
become angry with the leadership....



Posted by: vastergotland

What good is a church which will not preach against the worst crimes against humanity?
John the Baptist was not afraid to criticize the immoral behavior of a king, knowing full well
that offending a king might result in his own death. 

Most of the disciples of Jesus became martyrs for their faith. They followed the example of
their Master who was not afraid to call sin by its right name and was ready to give his life for
what he believed. 

In contrast, we are afraid of offending the twisted sensibilities of those who are addicted to
sin which will eventually destroy them. 

Some years ago, a pro-life friend of mine asked our pastor why he never preached against
abortion, and he got the following response: “If I did that, some people would be offended.” If
Jesus, John the Baptist, Jesus’ disciples, and the prophets had adopted this kind of attitude,
would Christianity be of any moral value for us?

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

He admitted he had known about the abortions being done for a long time, and he
doesn't like it, but he thinks the ONLY right thing to do is to pray about it....

Imagine if Jesus, his disciples, and the prophets had limited their mission to prayer. Would
their influence be of real value for their fellow men. Did the Lord ever say to his prophets:
“Pray, but keep your mouth shut?” If they had remained silent, would we have a Bible today?

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

He told her that Wilson will be coming to visit their church in the near future and
asked her NOT to ask Wilson about this abortion issue...because "there are other
more important things on his mind." He says Wilson knows all about the abortions
taking place in the hospitals...

I wonder what this Elder had in mind! Would it be the Sabbath, perhaps? The Jewish leaders
when Jesus was among us believed that the most sacred commandment of the Law was the
Sabbath. 

They taught that if they could keep the Sabbath holy for a single day, the Messiah would
come. Killing an innocent human being was no big deal for them provided it was done for a
good purpose. This is why they had no problem crucifying Jesus and then rushing home in
order to keep the Sabbath holy.

Originally Posted By: Tammy Roesch

I told her she should be like Peter....

Yes, indeed! Peter said: “We must obey God rather them men.”

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/20/10 10:10 AM



Originally Posted By: Nic Samojluk

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

We normally demand some level of consciousness before we allow
rights of ownership to people. For many things even a developed
consciousness with reaching an age of accountability. A person who has
entered coma is no longer his own master of his own body. His family
members will decide how long the treatments will continue.

There is a fundamental difference between heroic treatments like connecting a
patient to a machine and providing nourishment which the patient can swallow.
We should not confuse ordinary care with extraordinary ones. Neither should we
equate ordinary care with removing vital organs from a patient who is still breathing
and alive. 

Would the baby in the blog have survived for 3 months without care on a similar extraordinary
level? 

If you had a son or daughter (baby or adult, it is the same for organ transplantations) who
stood between the choice of either getting a transplanted organ (which had to be removed
from a body which was still oxygenated through lungs and blood flow) or having to organise a
funeral for your child within the next 12 months, do you think your view on this issue would
change, and if so, how? I guess my question if put bluntly is, would you be willing to let go of
a child of yours for the sake of keeping integrity with this principle?

Quote:

We do not purposely kill a comatose patient in order to dispose of his assets. Even
the Bible teaches that the inheritance is distributed after the death of the owner
and not while person is still alive. 

As I understand it, there is no medical reason why a person who goes into coma at the age
of 25 could not be kept "alive" through a heart/lung machine until his 90th birthday. Yet we do
not keep people "alive" for 65 years. Why is that? And maybe it is another case to champion
in your pro-life work?

Quote:

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

It was her choice and right to do this. Just as it is another mothers right
and choice to reach the opposite conclusion. I guess that is why one
side of the argument is called pro-choice, it says a mother can either
birth and care for such a baby or not do so.

The right to choose to take the life of an innocent human being is not in the Bible.
Executing a criminal is understandable under certain circumstances, but the
murder of innocent individuals is condemned in Scripture. 

Wonders why your absolute pro-life principle does not extend to adults?
Quote:



Posted by: Mountain Man

Posted by: Nic Samojluk

The worse criminals are granted more protection than the unborn who are guilty of
no crime. When a death penalty is imposed against a murderer, there is an
immediate appeal, and the guilty may continue to live a couple of decades before
the death decree is carried out. 

Contrast this with the treatment the unborn gets. A depressed and mentally
unbalanced woman faced with an unwanted pregnancy says: “I don’t want this
baby,” and the baby is immediately executed without the right for an appeal. 

If someone kills a wanted unborn baby, society determines that a human being has
been murdered; nevertheless, if the baby is unwanted, society declares that no
crime has been committed. Does this make moral sense to you? 

I don't remember defending the case you are quoting above.
Quote:

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The mother said her baby is now in Heaven after living for 3 months and
4 days. I wonder, would the baby not be in Heaven if it had died earlier,
or perhaps if it had been aborted?

The point of the story has nothing to do with the doctrine of the immortality of the
human soul and the state of the dead.

Another point from the story is that for any usual new-born, dying at such an early age as 3
months would be a tragedy and likely cause the parent to question and maybe even curse
God. In this case the death at 3 months was a blessing from God.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/20/10 01:27 PM

Originally Posted By: Tammy

It is ONLY by waking up enough people, that anything will EVER change.

Amen!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 12/21/10 09:29 AM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Would the baby in the blog have survived for 3 months without care on a similar
extraordinary level? If you had a son or daughter (baby or adult, it is the same for
organ transplantations) who stood between the choice of either getting a
transplanted organ (which had to be removed from a body which was still
oxygenated through lungs and blood flow) or having to organise a funeral for your
child within the next 12 months, do you think your view on this issue would change,
and if so, how? I guess my question if put bluntly is, would you be willing to let go
of a child of yours for the sake of keeping integrity with this principle?



Posted by: NJK Project

Only God knows what a person would do under hypothetical circumstances. Nevertheless,
when my wife was pregnant with our third child, some experts thought that it was not wise for
her to have a baby given her age. Having a baby with special needs was a scary proposition,
but the Lord gave us the strength to do what was right. We refused to consider taking the life
of our baby.

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

As I understand it, there is no medical reason why a person who goes into coma at
the age of 25 could not be kept "alive" through a heart/lung machine until his 90th
birthday. Yet we do not keep people "alive" for 65 years. Why is that? And maybe it
is another case to champion in your pro-life work?

If you want to champion such a mission, you can do so. The Lord has not asked me to
engage in such an endeavor. I have a young friend who was in a coma state for two weeks
and recovered. 

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Wonders why your absolute pro-life principle does not extend to adults?

I have already explained my position: I believe that there a fundamental difference between
refusing to maintain a comatose patient in a vegetative condition for decades and actively
depriving a human being from normal nourishment and ordinary care. 

The case of Terri Schiavo is a good example. The evidence suggests that what she needed
was ordinary care. She could swallow. The feeding tube was inserted for the nurse’s
convenience and then removed. Normal feeding was not restored. She was deprived of food
and water in order to force her to die. 

The police made sure nobody would provide her with a seep of water. She was murdered by
order of the judge, and the man behind this murder was her own husband who was already
living with another woman and who had already a child by said woman. I hope you will not
defend this type of cruelty against a human being. 

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

I don't remember defending the case you are quoting above.

I’m glad to know this!

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/11/11 03:50 PM

Hello, I have endeavored to read through this entire post before commenting. Not surprisngly
to me, as it is typical, it is the overall conditioned general tenure in the Church of not dealing
with problems and issues at their root, that causes so much wasteful discussion. Cases in
point:

First of all, I think the Bible is clear that no man has the power or authority to take the
innocent life of another person. Even God abides by that “capital punishment” principle (e.g
Gen 6:5-7; 15:16). So I personally see that the only justification for performing an abortion is



solely when the life of the pregnant mother is objectively at vital risk. The same “life for a life’
(= self-defense, “just war”) is also established in the Bible. (Pointedly, in regards to
anencephalic babies, just as organs are taken out for transplant out of other people who have
just, and actually, died, the same organ-rescuing medical process can apply to these babies
once they have naturally died, i.e., when full medical intervention has no longer been able to
sustain their life.) The godly aim in all of this should be to sustain life. Moreover, God, as He
has done many times, can perform miracles in the case of babies that medicine summarily
writes off as ‘not deserving to live.’ The anencephalic condition of a baby is not, in a survival-
of-the-fittest way, a license to harvest its organs for another “more acceptable” life form. Baby
organs for other in need babies can easily be obtained from the thousands of other healthy
babies who suddenly die from various reasons. (E.g., accidents, Sudden Infant Death, etc).
So it is the transplanting process and its volunteering that needs to be addressed and
redressed, and not the expedient dismissal of anencephalic babies.

Secondly, in regards to the SDA Church and its Hospitals, I think that they have, or legally
should have, an obligation to its Church Members to provide current information and statistics
on its policies and practices. As formal SDA Institutions, they may even be subject to some
sort “access to information” action by these, its financially supporting Church members. So
one may want to first resolve this information issue here at its root rather than, e.g., merely
basing claims on 20+ year old quotes. That has more of a mob-approach/mentality than any
Biblical one which demands verifiable facts and truth. (Cf. Matt 18:15-18).

Thirdly, I have long grown weary of SDAs trying to address the Abortion issue/problem by
adamantly demanding for “Formal Church Statements” and ‘more preaching’ against it. (a)
unless the Church engages in a campaign of public announcements against it (i.e., in
secular media outlets), they will mostly, merely be “preaching to the choir”, and (b) contrary to
popular belief and practise in the Church, just speaking against something does not resolve
the issue. In fact, in the face of this law-backed, “freedom ideology” and systematic death-
machine, trying to counter it by mere “formal statements” would be like trying to bring an end
to the Nazi’s Holocaust by writing condemning letters to members of Hitler’s party and/or
even to the German population them. In fact such an approach back then in regards to the
German population could have had a much greater effect sin many of them did not really
know what was being done to Jewish people in, effectively, their name. If the Global Church
and its 17,500,000+ Church Members really want to do something that will significantly
impact the 65,000,000+ known abortions occurring annually in the world, then, when one
factually considers all of the options, it will have also have to address this problem at its
source, and that namely is, ultimately, money. So, as long suggested and planned in this
proposed Project (Link: http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_organization/hcsynopsis.html) (see
especially this “Aborting Abortion” (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_ministry/worldaid/abortions.html) section), concrete actions
will have to be taken to be in a position to be able to literally purchase would-be aborted
infants from their mothers, also compensating these mothers for any costs involved in
carrying out this pregnancy and birth to full term. As already detailed, the Church currently
has all of the various resources (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/church-
triumphant.html) needed to fully implement this, actual, “Pro-Life Program”, and hypocritically
and unbiblically enough, it is a belief that ‘the Church must only be preaching that “Jesus is
Coming soon”’ to, evidently take to Heaven people who, effectively, allow innocent life to be
slaughtered in the name of an also worshipped economy and/or its religion/beliefs. I do not
see this justification in any of Christ’s teachings. (Cf. Matt 25:31-46). I think Jesus knows
better what the mission of His Church is to fully be, and that is according to the exhaustively
comprehensive mandate that He gave to it. It is this same “knowing-more-than-God”
exclusive and sectarian “Spiritual” mentality that caused the 1st century Jews to reject and
crucify Jesus, because His law-exalting and honoring, benevolent and humanitarian-based
ministry, would come to put them at odds with the world powers of the day and threatened



Posted by: vastergotland

Posted by: NJK Project

Posted by: vastergotland

Posted by: NJK Project

their cherished institutions (John 11:47-50).

So my advice here in this discussion, is to first make the necessary efforts to resolve the
questions and issues here at their root, otherwise this will continue to be just a time-
consuming and pointless exercise in vacuous banter.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/12/11 06:08 AM

Godwin's law
"As an online discussion grows longer, the probability of a comparison involving Nazis or
Hitler approaches 1."
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godwin's_law

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/12/11 10:35 AM

“Selective Death”... “Desensitizing Murder”... “Systematic Murdering”... “National Ideological
Indifference/Approval”.... etc...etc... - It substantively sounds like the most perfect Nazi
analogy to me... but whatever help you to cutely skirt the issue and challenge here I guess!!
LOL

Biblical Law - “When faced with the truth... the a.k.a. “righteously indifferent” (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/world-of-morons.html) will always try to find the
easiest, but non-sequitur, way out (Matt 21:23-27).

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/12/11 03:53 PM

Since you read the whole 14 pages of the thread, you surely know how I have laboured to
"skirt the issue" all through. 

There is also the "biblical law" where those who are or who wish to be seen as religious
authority will tell everyone else "my way or the highway"..

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/12/11 05:56 PM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Since you read the whole 14 pages of the thread, you surely know how I have
laboured to "skirt the issue" all through.

Uhhh... I was actually making this comment in pointed response to your obliviously indifferent
retort to my post with your cute and mindless “Hitler” quip. Not my fault if you chose to ignore
the substantive point that I had made

Also, as I said in that response, indeed after having read through the entire 14 pages (which
you can/have probably electronically ascertain), merely calling for “Formal Church
Statements” or embarking on a, at best, mob-like campaign that is based on 20 year old
“information” that, at best, qualifies as “hearsay” will not make any change for the tens of
millions of infant that will continue to be aborted annually. All that this “intellectual bantering”
really only does is make those who spout them off feel better with themselves. ‘Actions will
always do much more than these mere words,’ and the Global-reaching, Gospel of Jesus
Christ is one of deed and action, and not merely belief and profession. So the actual real
“issue and challenge” here indeed is to ‘endeavor to do something tangible to save the life of
these infants.’

Originally Posted By: vastergotland



Posted by: vastergotland

There is also the "biblical law" where those who are or who wish to be seen as
religious authority will tell everyone else "my way or the highway".

I am painstakingly basing my “authority” on the Word of God, as concentrated in the
exhaustively comprehensive Gospel of Jesus Christ, so if you really want to challenge, or
undermine this “authority,” then attack this foundation instead of resorting to surface, snarky,
disparaging and “cute”, empty and baseless, shooting-the-messenger comments! Despite
these stone-throwing efforts of yours, the message of the Word of God will continue to bear
its testimony, and it inherently indeed is a “My Way or the Highway” message (John 14:6). So
in you effectively choosing to solely value and address your contributions as being valid, it is
actually you who is adopting a “My Way or the Highway” stance. Fact is, “you way” is actually
futilely pointless to the tangible and vast problem at hand.

Jesus’ mandate to His Church is to help everyone who is in vital need, and that throughout
the world, indeed as it is currently quite feasible through a proper collaborating Church re-
organization and refocusing of God’s given, various resources, vs. the current divided and
sectarian basis and approach. So “preaching to the choir” to try to stop ca. 1400 alleged
‘Church Hospitals-done abortions’ is a mere drop in this blood ocean, and inexcusably falls
“chasmly” short of Christ’s demand.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/13/11 04:25 AM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Since you read the whole 14 pages of the thread, you surely know how I
have laboured to "skirt the issue" all through.

Uhhh... I was actually making this comment in pointed response to your obliviously
indifferent retort to my post with your cute and mindless “Hitler” quip. Not my fault if
you chose to ignore the substantive point that I had made

I think the take home message here is that making nazi comparisons in topics which do not
have the second world war or totalitarian regimes as their subject is the mindless thing to do.
You wrote that abortion is justified if the mothers life is at risk. You also write that no man has
the authority to take an innocent life. The mother would not be innocent, wherefore you are
willing to trade an innocent life (the fetus) for the life of one guilty (the mother). Your view is
just as inconsistent as any other view presented thus far in this thread.

Quote:



Also, as I said in that response, indeed after having read through the entire 14
pages (which you can/have probably electronically ascertain), merely calling for
“Formal Church Statements” or embarking on a, at best, mob-like campaign that is
based on 20 year old “information” that, at best, qualifies as “hearsay” will not
make any change for the tens of millions of infant that will continue to be aborted
annually. All that this “intellectual bantering” really only does is make those who
spout them off feel better with themselves. ‘Actions will always do much more than
these mere words,’ and the Global-reaching, Gospel of Jesus Christ is one of deed
and action, and not merely belief and profession. So the actual real “issue and
challenge” here indeed is to ‘endeavor to do something tangible to save the life of
these infants.’

Well, a vicious enough internet mob attack might produce some changes, assuming that you
subscribe to a "the end justify any means" ethics. 
The Gospel of Jesus Christ is indeed one of deed and action, so what have you done for this
cause? Did you for instance adopt a child who would have otherwise been aborted?

Quote:

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

There is also the "biblical law" where those who are or who wish to be
seen as religious authority will tell everyone else "my way or the
highway".

I am painstakingly basing my “authority” on the Word of God, as concentrated in
the exhaustively comprehensive Gospel of Jesus Christ, so if you really want to
challenge, or undermine this “authority,” then attack this foundation instead of
resorting to surface, snarky, disparaging and “cute”, empty and baseless, shooting-
the-messenger comments! Despite these stone-throwing efforts of yours, the
message of the Word of God will continue to bear its testimony, and it inherently
indeed is a “My Way or the Highway” message (John 14:6). So in you effectively
choosing to solely value and address your contributions as being valid, it is actually
you who is adopting a “My Way or the Highway” stance. Fact is, “you way” is
actually futilely pointless to the tangible and vast problem at hand.

And here we are at the real base of this question. Your assumption that since we have
reached different points of view, I must be on a crusade to tear down the authority of the
Word of God. Your assumption that "since I have reached the correct understanding of what
the Word of God means, everyone who disagrees with me is a word-of-God rejecting
heretic". You are in effect guilty of the exact thing you accuse me of. Possibly we are both
equally guilty of this crime here. Try to recognise that Jesus warning about "seeing dust in
the eye of another while being stuck with a log blocking ones own" is a call to investigate
your self.

Quote:



Posted by: NJK Project

Jesus’ mandate to His Church is to help everyone who is in vital need, and that
throughout the world, indeed as it is currently quite feasible through a proper
collaborating Church re-organization and refocusing of God’s given, various
resources, vs. the current divided and sectarian basis and approach. So “preaching
to the choir” to try to stop ca. 1400 alleged ‘Church Hospitals-done abortions’ is a
mere drop in this blood ocean, and inexcusably falls “chasmly” short of Christ’s
demand.

You do have a point here. Most of what we do as a church falls shamefully short of Christs
demand. One reason for this is that no church organisation takes Him seriously at His word,
possibly even can not take Him at His word. And yes, this absolutely includes the Adventist
church. We (SDA church) even have parts of our creed which makes of no effect parts of
Christs expectation for us. As long as we are divided we can not live up to the potential of the
church. We will remain divided as long as we find it more important to defend our own
favourite reading of the Word of God over every one elses reading of the Word of God. We
will continue to defend our own view of what the Word of God means as long as we hold on
to the illusion that our salvation depends on right knowledge. As long as we refuse to believe
God when He says : 4 But God, who is rich in mercy, because of His great love with which
He loved us, 5 even when we were dead in trespasses, made us alive together with Christ
(by grace you have been saved), 6 and raised us up together, and made us sit together in the
heavenly places in Christ Jesus, 7 that in the ages to come He might show the exceeding
riches of His grace in His kindness toward us in Christ Jesus. 8 For by grace you have been
saved through faith, and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of God, 9 not of works, lest
anyone should boast. 10 For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good
works, which God prepared beforehand that we should walk in them.

((And just in case anyone who reads this would be left asking, the full potential of the church
has nothing to do with gay-bashing or closing abortion clinics. The full potential of the church
helps the poor, cares for the sick, loves and cares for those who hate it and persecute it. It
does invite the illegal alien who lives on the street into its house and it visits and cares for the
terminally ill in hospitals but even more so those who have no hospital to go to. It befriends
the hooker and drug dealer at the street corner giving them Christs love and care. It listens to
and takes time for the anarchy-inspired murderer. And to prove that it is a very different
creature than todays denominations, it does so without demands or expectations of receiving
anything in return. It does not engage society with a goal founded in increased membership
statistics. It will like God love the world unconditionally, even to death on a cross.))

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/13/11 02:18 PM

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

I think the take home message here is that making nazi comparisons in topics
which do not have the second world war or totalitarian regimes as their subject is
the mindless thing to do.

Well to prove that this knee-jerk retort of yours is not a stubbornly mindless wishful
statement, you’ll have to prove how abortion, as we factually, ideologically and in practice,
know it in the world today, does not compare with how the Nazi convinced themselves and
others that systematically murdering the Jews was the expedient and right thing to do?!?

Originally Posted By: vastergotland



You wrote that abortion is justified if the mothers life is at risk. You also write that
no man has the authority to take an innocent life. The mother would not be
innocent, wherefore you are willing to trade an innocent life (the fetus) for the life of
one guilty (the mother). Your view is just as inconsistent as any other view
presented thus far in this thread.

In responding to this point of mine, you have first “unlawfully” attempted to disqualify my point
by using what is only a combination of a straw man|red herring|circular argument. You “fiatly”
declare that the mother is “not innocent” and thus preserving her life vs. the “innocent” baby
would be wrong. First of all, the fact is that both parties here are innocent. The mother in
such a case honestly wanted to bring a pregnancy to full term, but doing so may not only
take her life but, most probably, also that of the infant. In that case one would be committing
murder if they engaged in “guessing” that the baby will probably live even if the mother dies.
So killing the mother would be the greater wrong here, and the least righteously defensible. 

Depending on the stage when this abortion would need to take place, i.e., when it would
objectively really becomes a clear and present threat to the mother’s life, both lives can be
preserved with the baby being removed and cared for as a premature baby (Link:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premature_baby), which medically can take place as early as 21
weeks (5.2 months) (Link: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/6384621.stm) (cf. here
(Link: http://www.nysun.com/national/youngest-premature-babys-survival-called-a-
miracle/49036/)). So, if medical science can objectively assert that waiting until such a time
would be safe than that should be the policies that a hospital and a mother wanting to do all
that they can to save the baby’s life should do.

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Well, a vicious enough internet mob attack might produce some changes,
assuming that you subscribe to a "the end justify any means" ethics.

The Biblical fact is that God does not allow for, nor condone any “viciousness to try to
produce changes”, especially if that is the sole basis for supporting your allegations as it is
the case with this fact-less pamphlet attack. The Bible supports the passing of any
judgement and denunciation of “witnessed” facts. So printing and dissemination 20-year old
anonymous, “letters-to-the-editor”, “hearsay” quotes from writers who may not even be SDAs,
is not the Biblical way to go. My challenge, if a change is really intended here is to get the
recent hard and documented facts as it can, in the worst case scenario, legally be done. Of
course, that will demand much more effort than quoting a 20-year old magazine, but that is
the cost for obtaining factual truth.

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

The Gospel of Jesus Christ is indeed one of deed and action, so what have you
done for this cause? Did you for instance adopt a child who would have otherwise
been aborted?

If you want to know what I have been doing to actually deal with this vast problem, then read
my website and blog. If also you have a quicker and easier solution to obtain the physical and
financial resources needed to implement this “Aborting Abortion” plan, factually the only plan
that will do something tangible against these $65,000,000 annual abortions, then state it.



Ever since I have finished the feasibility studies for this plan, I have endeavored to work on 4
distinct available ways to me that will each, independently, and surely in combination,
completely provide for the full functioning of this plan. However each of these projects, when
they do not independently depend on an external party, are rather quite complex in
themselves, so it has taken much time to complete them. However, in the case of the NJK
Project (Link: http://www.njkproject.info) with is factually calculated cost of ca. $3000 per
capita, it could have readily been implemented by now, had God’s professed people
effectively not think themselves to know more than Jesus, and claim and/or act as if obeying
His exhaustively Gospel mandate is actually secondary and/or an hindrance to Second
Coming, choosing rather to spuriously live by a spurious belief that not doing so is justified by
a mere seeming/intellectual belief that “the Second Coming will surely occur by the end of
the month.” 

So when I have completed the other, less externally dependent projects, I’ll be able to fully
fund and operate my Abortion-countering plan.

Now, answer your own question, what have you tangibly done to personally rescue the life of
even one would-be aborted infant, other than this peripheral verbiage here??

(For the sake of space, see underlying quotes above)
Originally Posted By: vastergotland

And here we are at the real base of this question. Your assumption that since we
have reached different points of view, I must be on a crusade to tear down the
authority of the Word of God. Your assumption that "since I have reached the
correct understanding of what the Word of God means, everyone who disagrees
with me is a word-of-God rejecting heretic". You are in effect guilty of the exact
thing you accuse me of. Possibly we are both equally guilty of this crime here.

I am sure that is what you want to understand here for self-justification reasons. However,
instead try dealing with what I substantively, actually said, (if you actually can): “If you want to
disprove what I am claiming is “the Truth based on the Bible,” then do so from presenting
what you think the Bible is conversely or “correctingly” saying. Otherwise you are engaging
and acting in the same self-righteous and vexatious Spirit of those various Church leaders
and members of the past who persecuted and murdered God’s Prophets and Reformers. So
stop trying to irrelevantly “impeach the messenger” and begin to deal with the substantive
facts. I made some factual/Biblical/Exegetical points, if you think they are wrong, then prove
it!!! What you may wish to think about me is not only false, but pointless. (And do, effectively,
“presume” to speak for yourself only, especially in such matters of assumption. Your faults,
spirituality/state and mentality does not even begin to define mine and only betrays pridefully
patronizing stance/belief.)

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Try to recognise that Jesus warning about "seeing dust in the eye of another while
being stuck with a log blocking ones own" is a call to investigate your self.

Believe me, before I make any claim I diligently make sure that I am standing on the solid
foundation of God’s word, which excludes any form of hypocrisy. So instead of “phishing” for
a justification here, again deal with what I have stated in a substantive manner.



Originally Posted By: vastergotland

You do have a point here.

Thanks for the approval here, but I substantivally also know that I have a point in all that I
have stated

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

We (SDA church) even have parts of our creed which makes of no effect parts of
Christs expectation for us. As long as we are divided we can not live up to the
potential of the church.

Potentially interesting claim here which however first need to be supportingly substantiated.
As seen in this blog post (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/furhtering-
fundamentals.html) I have seen that the Fundamental Beliefs that we have gleaned and
formulated from the Bible do not go far enough to incorporate both in content and practice
what God expects of us. You instead here seem to believe that SDAs have creed which in
themselves contradict Christ teachings. I personally would need to seem some textual proof
of this. It seems to me that you are incorrectly conflating the Church’s actual practices with
its formulated creed/belief. E.g., I do not see in the Fundamental Beliefs that it is said ‘that
Conferences should be separated along racial lines,’ (in fact there is a section extolling
Church Unity), however that is what is being done in the Church in practice (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/12/sda-racially-divided-conference.html).

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

We will remain divided as long as we find it more important to defend our own
favourite reading of the Word of God over every one elses reading of the Word of
God. We will continue to defend our own view of what the Word of God means as
long as we hold on to the illusion that our salvation depends on right knowledge.
As long as we refuse to believe God when He says : [Ephesian 2:4-10 KJV quoted]

The solution to this, indeed diverging understandings and readings is not merely lamenting it,
but actually engaging in tangible work to fix this fixable problem, as suggested in this blog
post (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/college-of-biblical-research-
recruiting.html). The Church currently has all of the resources needed, included especially
highly educated scholars, to thoroughly tackle and resolve this Biblical understanding issue.
Instead, as you rightly observe, it is our entrenched divisions that perpetuate this problem. So
there is also a problem of true leadership in this matter. There is a single truth and reading for
every Bible text however, as stated in this blog post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shaking-in-it-biblical-context.html) on Matt 13:44,
much scholarly work, at various research levels, will have to be collaboratively done to arrive
at this Treasure. (Cf. also e.g., here (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/proof-is-in-
bible.html)). The current stale state of affairs (see e.g, here (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/pleading-proverbs-264-5.html)) is not acceptable. (For
one thing, you, yourself can start by using/quoting a more accurate Bible version like the
NASB (1995), which in my summary observation, a easily demonstrable, is 90-95% accurate
in proper translation, especially in regards to Hebrew and Greek Syntax, vs. the KJV which is
60-65 % accurate.)



(And to help disillusion yourself that I think you (all) are fairly considering what I am posting
and referring to in links to my website, based on various known cyber and location
information, I can, with my detailed website and blog visitor log, pretty accurately tell which
one of you actually first at all read, or even read through, my other content prior to
responding.)

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

((And just in case anyone who reads this would be left asking, the full potential of
the church has nothing to do with gay-bashing or closing abortion clinics. The full
potential of the church helps the poor, cares for the sick, loves and cares for those
who hate it and persecute it. It does invite the illegal alien who lives on the street
into its house and it visits and cares for the terminally ill in hospitals but even more
so those who have no hospital to go to. It befriends the hooker and drug dealer at
the street corner giving them Christs love and care. It listens to and takes time for
the anarchy-inspired murderer. And to prove that it is a very different creature than
todays denominations, it does so without demands or expectations of receiving
anything in return. It does not engage society with a goal founded in increased
membership statistics. It will like God love the world unconditionally, even to death
on a cross.))

I am sure you do mean well in making this appeal/exhortation, however you are also making
the same flawed-thinking mistake as many others in this (prominent) listing of what the
Church should be doing. In fact this short-changing thinking is my personal pet peeve,
because such a listing always only imply helping those that the current economic situation
permits to be aided. So severe and vital global problems and needs such as chronic hunger,
thirst/potable water, preventable and curable sicknesses/diseases, need of sanitation, proper
education, abortion, life threatening and damaging poverty, etc, are never explicitly
stated/listed, but instead just the one’s along the lines of providing (local) “moral/passing
support”. That surely should be done, but the other vital needs should be given a vastly
greater priority. 

As discussed in another thread in this forum (Link: http://www.maritime-sda-
online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=73601&page=1), (which you are
probably aware of, and remember), I have been engaged in attacking the economic system
that falsely prevents such deeper issues to be resolved, namely Capitalism, however not to
many are either willing or wanting to so overthrow this subtly Devil-inspired economic
system, which needs to go against the word and principles of God to thrive and even simply
exist. So again, in this case, if you really want to make a significant difference, rather than
this mere token work, then also address the root of the problem involved here. I, and my
points, am/are certainly not to be dismissively dealt with and/or substantively ignored, as you
are manifestly preferring to do here, because you evidently still want to believe that
Capitalism, in its true (i.e., unwatered down) understanding, and inevitable practice is not
Evil. And as discussed throughout my blog, (see e.g., in this post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html)), the
worshipful and deferential obedience to this evil economic system is fully part of the Mark of
the Beast (Cf. this post (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-of-scroll.html)),
as it directly contravenes the fuller meaning and understanding of God’s Sabbath.

So in general summary here, when you decide to engage in a substantive discussion that
duly deals with the causing issues at hand, rather than merely the surface symptoms, this
discussion will begin to move towards understanding the concrete, righteous acts that God



Posted by: vastergotland

expects from His professed people. (Isa 29:13) Otherwise it is as comically futile as trying to
heal a cold by recommending a better brand of tissue paper.

Re: Abortion & The SDA Church - 01/13/11 06:30 PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

I think the take home message here is that making nazi comparisons in
topics which do not have the second world war or totalitarian regimes as
their subject is the mindless thing to do.

Well to prove that this knee-jerk retort of yours is not a stubbornly mindless wishful
statement, you’ll have to prove how abortion, as we factually, ideologically and in
practice, know it in the world today, does not compare with how the Nazi
convinced themselves and others that systematically murdering the Jews was the
expedient and right thing to do?!?

It would be much simpler if you just admitted that you are not infallible and accepted that a
nazi comparison was uncalled for.

Quote:

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

You wrote that abortion is justified if the mothers life is at risk. You also
write that no man has the authority to take an innocent life. The mother
would not be innocent, wherefore you are willing to trade an innocent life
(the fetus) for the life of one guilty (the mother). Your view is just as
inconsistent as any other view presented thus far in this thread.

In responding to this point of mine, you have first “unlawfully” attempted to
disqualify my point by using what is only a combination of a straw man|red
herring|circular argument. You “fiatly” declare that the mother is “not innocent” and
thus preserving her life vs. the “innocent” baby would be wrong. First of all, the fact
is that both parties here are innocent. The mother in such a case honestly wanted
to bring a pregnancy to full term, but doing so may not only take her life but, most
probably, also that of the infant. In that case one would be committing murder if
they engaged in “guessing” that the baby will probably live even if the mother dies.
So killing the mother would be the greater wrong here, and the least righteously
defensible. 

I see that I forgot to provide you with the necessary reference:
9What, then? are we better? not at all! for we did before charge both Jews and Greeks with
being all under sin,
10according as it hath been written -- `There is none righteous, not even one;
11There is none who is understanding, there is none who is seeking after God.
12All did go out of the way, together they became unprofitable, there is none doing good,
there is not even one.

Quote:



Depending on the stage when this abortion would need to take place, i.e., when it
would objectively really becomes a clear and present threat to the mother’s life,
both lives can be preserved with the baby being removed and cared for as a
premature baby (Link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premature_baby), which
medically can take place as early as 21 weeks (5.2 months) (Link:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/6384621.stm) (cf. here (Link:
http://www.nysun.com/national/youngest-premature-babys-survival-called-a-
miracle/49036/)). So, if medical science can objectively assert that waiting until
such a time would be safe than that should be the policies that a hospital and a
mother wanting to do all that they can to save the baby’s life should do.

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

Well, a vicious enough internet mob attack might produce some
changes, assuming that you subscribe to a "the end justify any means"
ethics.

The Biblical fact is that God does not allow for, nor condone any “viciousness to try
to produce changes”, especially if that is the sole basis for supporting your
allegations as it is the case with this fact-less pamphlet attack. The Bible supports
the passing of any judgement and denunciation of “witnessed” facts. So printing
and dissemination 20-year old anonymous, “letters-to-the-editor”, “hearsay” quotes
from writers who may not even be SDAs, is not the Biblical way to go. My
challenge, if a change is really intended here is to get the recent hard and
documented facts as it can, in the worst case scenario, legally be done. Of course,
that will demand much more effort than quoting a 20-year old magazine, but that is
the cost for obtaining factual truth.

I was not thinking of this pamphlet when mentioning the vicious attack. You may be aware of
a group of SDA vigilantes calling their movement "educatetruth". That was my intended
example.

Quote:



Originally Posted By: vastergotland

And here we are at the real base of this question. Your assumption that
since we have reached different points of view, I must be on a crusade to
tear down the authority of the Word of God. Your assumption that "since
I have reached the correct understanding of what the Word of God
means, everyone who disagrees with me is a word-of-God rejecting
heretic". You are in effect guilty of the exact thing you accuse me of.
Possibly we are both equally guilty of this crime here.

I am sure that is what you want to understand here for self-justification reasons.
However, instead try dealing with what I substantively, actually said, (if you actually
can): “If you want to disprove what I am claiming is “the Truth based on the Bible,”
then do so from presenting what you think the Bible is conversely or “correctingly”
saying. Otherwise you are engaging and acting in the same self-righteous and
vexatious Spirit of those various Church leaders and members of the past who
persecuted and murdered God’s Prophets and Reformers. So stop trying to
irrelevantly “impeach the messenger” and begin to deal with the substantive facts. I
made some factual/Biblical/Exegetical points, if you think they are wrong, then
prove it!!! What you may wish to think about me is not only false, but pointless.
(And do, effectively, “presume” to speak for yourself only, especially in such
matters of assumption. Your faults, spirituality/state and mentality does not even
begin to define mine and only betrays pridefully patronizing stance/belief.)

Quoting genesis 6 and genesis 15 in making a case of the biblical view on life and death is
factual and maybe Biblical (which would have to be proven with an exegetical and substantial
study). 
Sharing your opinion on what the church ought to be legally or morally obligated to do fits
none of the criteria mentioned. You probably forgot to tell us on which blog page the
substantial Biblical and exegetical study you have done is to be found.

Quote:

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

You do have a point here.

Thanks for the approval here, but I substantivally also know that I have a point in all
that I have stated

You certainly do not lack any self confidence.
Quote:



Originally Posted By: vastergotland

We (SDA church) even have parts of our creed which makes of no effect
parts of Christs expectation for us. As long as we are divided we can not
live up to the potential of the church.

Potentially interesting claim here which however first need to be supportingly
substantiated. As seen in this blog post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/furhtering-fundamentals.html) I have seen
that the Fundamental Beliefs that we have gleaned and formulated from the Bible
do not go far enough to incorporate both in content and practice what God expects
of us. You instead here seem to believe that SDAs have creed which in themselves
contradict Christ teachings. I personally would need to seem some textual proof of
this. It seems to me that you are incorrectly conflating the Church’s actual
practices with its formulated creed/belief. E.g., I do not see in the Fundamental
Beliefs that it is said ‘that Conferences should be separated along racial lines,’ (in
fact there is a section extolling Church Unity), however that is what is being done in
the Church in practice (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/12/sda-racially-
divided-conference.html).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adventist_baptismal_vow
13. Do you believe that the Seventh-day Adventist Church is the remnant church of Bible
prophecy, and that people of every nation, race, and language are invited and accepted into
its fellowship? Do you desire membership in this local congregation of the world church?"

In light of the baptismal vow, this fundamental belief reads thusly:
http://www.adventist.org/beliefs/fundamental/index.html (Link:
http://www.adventist.org/beliefs/fundamental/index.html)

13. Remnant and Its Mission: 
The universal church is composed of all who truly believe in Christ, but in the last days, a
time of widespread apostasy, a remnant[Seventh-day Adventist Church] has been called out
to keep the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus. This remnant[Seventh-day
Adventist Church] announces the arrival of the judgment hour, proclaims salvation through
Christ, and heralds the approach of His second advent. This proclamation is symbolized by
the three angels of Revelation 14; it coincides with the work of judgment in heaven and
results in a work of repentance and reform on earth. Every believer is called to have a
personal part in this worldwide witness. (Rev. 12:17; 14:6-12; 18:1-4; 2 Cor. 5:10; Jude 3, 14;
1 Peter 1:16-19; 2 Peter 3:10-14; Rev. 21:1-14.)

Jesus prayed:
20`And not in regard to these alone do I ask, but also in regard to those who shall be
believing, through their word, in me;
21that they all may be one, as Thou Father [art] in me, and I in Thee; that they also in us may
be one, that the world may believe that Thou didst send me.
22`And I, the glory that thou hast given to me, have given to them, that they may be one as
we are one;
23I in them, and Thou in me, that they may be perfected into one, and that the world may
know that Thou didst send me, and didst love them as Thou didst love me.

Believing that we are the only true believers prevents us from fulfilling Jesus words that ALL



Gods people should be one, even one as Jesus and the Father are one.
Quote:

Originally Posted By: vastergotland

We will remain divided as long as we find it more important to defend
our own favourite reading of the Word of God over every one elses
reading of the Word of God. We will continue to defend our own view of
what the Word of God means as long as we hold on to the illusion that
our salvation depends on right knowledge. As long as we refuse to
believe God when He says : [Ephesian 2:4-10 KJV quoted]

The solution to this, indeed diverging understandings and readings is not merely
lamenting it, but actually engaging in tangible work to fix this fixable problem, as
suggested in this blog post (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/college-
of-biblical-research-recruiting.html). The Church currently has all of the resources
needed, included especially highly educated scholars, to thoroughly tackle and
resolve this Biblical understanding issue. Instead, as you rightly observe, it is our
entrenched divisions that perpetuate this problem. So there is also a problem of
true leadership in this matter. There is a single truth and reading for every Bible text
however, as stated in this blog post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shaking-in-it-biblical-context.html) on Matt
13:44, much scholarly work, at various research levels, will have to be
collaboratively done to arrive at this Treasure. (Cf. also e.g., here (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/proof-is-in-bible.html)). The current stale
state of affairs (see e.g, here (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/pleading-proverbs-264-5.html)) is not
acceptable. (For one thing, you, yourself can start by using/quoting a more
accurate Bible version like the NASB (1995), which in my summary observation, a
easily demonstrable, is 90-95% accurate in proper translation, especially in
regards to Hebrew and Greek Syntax, vs. the KJV which is 60-65 % accurate.)

Your reply shows that you did not understand what I meant. Let me try again by quoting Paul:
2and if I have prophecy, and know all the secrets, and all the knowledge, and if I have all the
faith, so as to remove mountains, and have not love, I am nothing;

Knowledge in itself is not the answer. A character approaching Gods character is, and
getting there is not a question of "who knows most".

Quote:


